
DD 11  LANDOWNERS MEETING

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 2020 11:30 AM
This meeting was held electronically and in-person due to Covid-19 concerns. 

11/18/2020 - Minutes

Open Meeting

Hardin County Drainage Trustee BJ Hoffman opened the meeting. Also present were Trustee Renee 
McClellan; Landowners Jim Smuck, Robert Smuck, Merv Vierkandt, Jack Runge; Lee Gallentine of 
Clapsaddle-Garber Associates (CGA); Angela Silvey, Board Secretary; Michael Pearce, Network 
Specialist; and Denise Smith, Drainage Clerk.  

Approve Agenda

Motion by McClellan to approve the agenda. Second by Hoffman. All ayes. Motion carried.  

Introductions/Attendance

Introductions were made and attendance verified.  

DD 11 WO 294 - Discuss W Possible Action - Explanation Of Investigation Summary 

Gallentine stated that in this small district, earlier this year we had a report of a sinkhole, we found the main 
tile of DD 11 is not in that great of shape, like all of our districts it has been in there over a hundred years. 
Gallentine stated it was interesting that not only is the tile starting to collapse with the veeing in, it seems 
like there is a void beside the tile on either side, so when it is cracked on the top and on the bottom it 
makes it really tough to find something to connect to, because once you get near that, that side crack 
wants to push into that void on one side or the other. Gallentine stated we did end up televising about 1,600' 
roughly, we went upstream and downstream both, got some snapshots and tabulated what we found, we 
found 13 spots in each direction that are either partially collapsed or imminently going to collapse soon, and 
so we have some pictures, and we can talk about that, Gallentine referenced photos from the Investigation 
Summary, the first photo is a closeup that showed the void so you can see the smooth dirt where the old 
tile was, and right above the waterline you can see that void beside the tile, that is not typical of what you 
see, in most of these districts the tiles have been in there so long you don't see any voids beside them so 
that must be due to some kind of erosion going on through the years, that is kind of the unusual part. The 
next photos show the condition that the first joint of the tile starting to vee down a little bit, we know they 
are all cracked, we didn't count cracks, but once that top starts veeing down we know they are going to 
collapse, there is one that has gotten a bit farther along and you can start to see the dirt, next photo shows 
the top starting to vee down right away and you go on to the next section of tile and you can see more of 
that on the right side, the next photo is a little bit uglier and shows both the top and sides are cracked. 
Gallentine stated if anyone has questions, feel free to stop him at any time. 

Gallentine referenced another photo of the top starting to vee down with dirt visible, Runge asked where 
these are located, Gallentine stated they are pretty much all over and pretty evenly spread throughout the 
length of the tile. It was asked if these damaged areas were north or south of Buckeye, Gallentine stated 
they were all north of Buckeye and north of Buckeye is the only place we televised. It was asked how many 
total feet of main is there from the north edge of Buckeye to the creek, and how far from the north edge of 
Buckeye does the main go southward. Smuck stated the blowout was due west of his house. Gallentine 
will look at the report for details. It was discussed that the main tile in Buckeye is right on the east edge of 
the east alley and goes up west of the schoolhouse, right by the Main Street. Gallentine stated that looking 
at the old map, right from the road that runs east west right north of Buckeye, it runs through three different 
forty acre parcels, 3/4 of a mile, goes north of Buckeye, it extends through Buckeye, once you get south of 
Buckeye it extends down more for a couple more forty acre parcels so it extends about a half mile south of 
Buckeye. It was asked if we start to do this, this could lead to the southern end including the city of 
Buckeye, but we wouldn't know that until we start. Gallentine stated he does not know anything about the 
rest of the tile other than what we have exposed and televised, which is just this 1,600' north of Buckeye. 
Vierkandt stated if we did replacement here going north, there would likely be problems with the tile going 
south, if in fact, we decide to replace, he would like to know what the whole cost would be to replace the 
total length before we open up a can of worms. Gallentine stated that is understandable, and that is how we 
got to this point, once we televised and brought this to the Trustees, the Trustees said, let's stop and get 
the landowners together to discuss this, and see what people think and want to do.

McClellan asked if this would be a situation where if we decide to just fix some of it and we go in there and 
dig, we will have problems finding something good enough to connect on to. Gallentine stated that is what 
we ran into, we got about 50' and we put concrete collars on it and wrapped it up in fabric, and reported 
back. Gallentine stated if you just want to look at the 1/4 mile we televised, there are 26 areas that need 
spot repairs, some of them are close enough you could combine them into one repair, so you would be 
down to 11 spot repairs consisting of 500', which would be under the $50,000 hearing threshold. If you want 
to replace this whole 1/4 mile, you would be above and beyond the $50,000 threshold and would have to 
have an Engineer's Report and a hearing, or if you want to upsize it while you replace that report and 
hearing would be required. Smuck asked how the assessment is split on this, because this is 100% of 
Buckeye's storm and city sewer. Gallentine stated no it is not, the incorporated limits of Buckeye are split 
between three different drainage districts, all of Buckeye has to go through one district or another, you 
would be right that most of it goes through this one district, Gallentine does not know where their city sewer 
discharges. Smuck stated they do not have city sewers it is all septic tanks and leach fields. McClellan 
asked what happens if we start messing with the drainage tile and city sewer runs through it. Gallentine 
stated the last one of these that we ran into was a lateral over on the west side of town, and the DNR said 
you can hook them back up and at the time of transfer it would need to be addressed, sooner or later it 
forces them to do something. 

Gallentine stated so that is where we are at, we are all covered up now, those spots Gallentine referenced 
on the photos were some of the worst, when they are starting to vee down like that, maybe they will last 
another 5, 10 or 20 years, no one knows, that void on the side of the tile is concerning because that gives it 
a space where there is no side support. Smuck stated it looks like it has separated at the cracks and the 
water started to swirl in those side areas. Gallentine stated that is all he can think of also, as the erosion 
has to have started somewhere, or it has just worked its way upstream when it is overloaded. 

Runge shared his comments with Smuck and Vierkandt this morning, Runge is a fix as fail person on this, 
as once we start this you are not going to want to stop and it will go beyond the scope any of us want to 
see right now. Runge realizes it will take attention in the future, and we are in some uncertain financial 
times right now as a country, although the markets look good today, and this could all blow up in our face. 
Runge stated he realizes this but by the same token 90% of his corn goes across the bridge that says safe 
for one truck only, we are putting a lot of emphasis on getting tile lines fixed, but there was a time two 
years ago I could not even get from 220th St to Co Hwy D41 anywhere between S21 and S27, they have 
addressed that now, we have two open and are still one short, Runge will go on record as fix as fail. 
Gallentine stated that to clarify, when you say fix as fail, that when we get a sinkhole, we just go out there 
and fix it, is that correct. Runge stated yes, that is what he is thinking. Gallentine stated the good news is 
that the tile is flowing now. Smuck stated yes and no one's sewer is backing up. Vierkandt stated he is with 
Runge, because we don't know how long it will last, and as long as this is on Smuck's ground as long as he 
is compensated for that, if in fact there would happen to be another blowout, and the district would have to 
go through Smuck's field to repair, they could compensate his crop loss through a damage claim, and 
asked Runge if he agreed. Runge stated yes, he went out in June and looked at the repair in June, when 
they went down into the other place 2 years ago, he can show you his crop yields in that area, so fixing it 
as we go is not without it's ramifications also. Vierkandt asked Runge if he had any objections to possibly 
getting some estimates so we know what we are dealing with here in a worst case scenario. Runge did not 
have a problem with that, and did not think we need an engineering study, Runge would be against a full 
blown engineering study, we have educated people that could give us a pretty close reference to where this 
might be, and that may be subject to another meeting, but Runge is not totally in favor of doing another 
engineer study, until we get to that point. Smith stated if costs were to become available she could provide 
a breakdown of what that would look like for each of the landowners. Runge stated a ballpark figure would 
be helpful, and we should be able to come to some idea of what a project like this would cost. 

McClellan asked if Runge was talking about the cost of replacing the tile. Vierkandt stated we don't know 
how many repairs we would have in the next 20 years, so yes so we have an idea of what those 
replacement costs might be up front, Vierkandt asked if there was some sort of cost estimate Gallentine 
could do short of a full blown engineering study. Gallentine stated we could give them a preliminary idea of 
costs without going through a formal study, it would take 2 to 4 hours, if it was just a rural district it would 
be a little bit easier, but we will have to figure what it will cost to go through Buckeye. Vierkandt asked if 
Gallentine could do just the north edge of Buckeye going north for the cost estimate, Smuck stated that is 
where 90% of our blowouts occur. Vierkandt stated there has not been any in Buckeye. Smuck stated he 
knew there was an underground fiber optic line in Buckeye, and we had televised some in the past, and 
there would be issues with the tile line as it runs under the Cooperative in Buckeye and under the railroad 
tracks, and that would be very cost prohibitive. Hoffman asked what that might be called for pricing. 
Gallentine stated we could give you a one page Opinion of Costs.

 Vierkandt stated we would be further ahead if we did the work from the north edge of Buckeye going to the 

north, and asked is there any chance that because this is in town are there any monies or grants available 
to the town of Buckeye to bear some of those costs, if not all of the costs. Gallentine stated there are 
CDBG (Community Development Block Grant) funds available to towns now, but the key to those grants is 
they are tied to water quality, so what that would do is they will want is a wetland, or to slow the water 
down or to treat it, as far as putting in a tile, and draining it out, they will pay for that but only if there is a 
water quality aspect to the project. Hoffman stated if you want to put a CREP wetland at the end, it may be 
an option. Gallentine stated you may not even need to put a wetland at the end, you could do biofoils in 
town with ditches in native grasses and allow the water to pool up in it so it drains more slowly, tree 
trenches etc. Smuck stated the only time he know of a tile in town draining anything the CDBG worked on 
was the project in Iowa Falls out by Theisens, that drains ag ground and the city, and they paid 100% of 
that tile, the landowners got to drain their farms and the State paid for the crossing under Hwy 65. 
Gallentine stated that is state law, the State will have to pay for highway crossings. Smuck stated the 
landowners did not pay for any of it. Concern was expressed that any costly project would break the town of 
Buckeye, any major project would be costly. Smuck stated they have had plenty of years to stock up for 
this, and maybe they should know there is a project like this coming up. Gallentine stated he has heard 
both sides of the story, that the folks in town can't afford it and that the folks in town could have planned for 
it, he does not know what the answer is, the Trustees get to decide and they want the landowners input. 
Smuck stated that sooner or later something will have to be done, likely in Smuck's lifetime, he does not 
think it would last another 50 years, we have to think sooner or later this will be a project that has to get 
done, Smuck is not saying it has to get done now, we need to start exploring some avenues where there is 
some cost sharing and so there is some options to possibly make this happen with some government 
funding so nobody is out what they could be out currently. Smuck stated there are options out there and 
ways to make this work and does not think a complete repair right now is that option, everybody wants to 
talk about infrastructure for the next four years and ways to get everybody working, maybe this is a way we 
can get some government money and we need to keep a good ear open for those options. Gallentine stated 
he would love to hear about some of those options if anyone hears about them, we had a different district 
and nobody was for it and nobody wanted it, but one landowner stepped up and they ended up putting up a 
CREP wetland, and that saved us putting in a 1/4 to 1/2 mile of tile and in that wetland project the 
government paid to replace the tile downstream of it, and the district cost on that was really minimum on it. 
Smuck stated we have already put in one wetland on this a 1/4 mile away on pasture that Smuck has, and 
something like that may be applicable at the end of this tile. Gallentine stated he thinks it is DD 21 that is 
to the south and east of this one, Smuck stated maybe one wetland can serve both tiles. Gallentine stated 
there is a couple of tile that run parallel to that outlet portion and could possibly grab both of those and save 
both districts some money. Smuck stated right across the stone fence, his cousin Rastetter has some 
CRP, not official wetlands but some CRP, and maybe a practice like that could be considered in this case. 

Gallentine asked if there was any other questions for him, none were presented. Hoffman stated that Calvin 
Hiland brought up to him when he was over to Radcliffe, that some of these projects that end up going into 
municipalities, there is a ten year finance option put into place for this, its not like you have to do it right 
then and there. Hoffman wants to be conscious of everyone's life and livelihood, and when some people see 
that big bill, it is very intimidating but there are means of financing it through the Drainage Clerk, so if 
someone gives you a hard time, please know we are here to work with you, that is why we have these 
meetings. Hoffman wishes there were more people here today, but there are means of relief if something 
like that comes up, and people may not understand we are here to work with you and we don't want to 
bankrupt anybody. Hoffman stated it is much like the project in Radcliffe, some of our homeowners stated 
they will have to put $20 a month away and if that project comes to fruition, they will have it, but they had 
no idea because a lot of the landowners just don't engage on something like this. Hoffman lives in a 
drainage district and did not know until he got his first assessment 3 years ago, and had never received an 
assessment before, Hoffman may have 1/4 of an acre in the district, so now Hoffman and his brother who 
manage the family farm put a little bit away for that assessment knowing it is just a matter of time before 
we will be assessed again. 

McClellan asked if the Drainage Clerk could provide information on the drainage assessment process. 
Smith stated once an assessment goes out, from the date the assessment goes out there is a 30 day 
window in which you can sign up for a drainage waiver, and what the drainage waiver does is it takes the 
cost of the assessment and we can spread that amount out over 10 years of payments, it splits the amount 
equally into those payments over the 10 year period of time. There is a 5% interest fee charged on the 
assessment payments, some people might find they can find a better interest rate through their bank, but 
we can certainly do a waiver to spread that assessment payment out over time, we can do that for any 
landowner receiving an assessment over $500, there is a $500 minimum for the waiver. Smith stated if your 
assessment is over $500 we can sign you up for a waiver payment plan. Hoffman stated for some people 
that may have moved to Buckeye or Radcliffe and don't have good credit, this is still an option. Smuck 
asked if credit was requirement, Hoffman stated no, and this is an option. Vierkandt asked who all got the 
letter for this meeting. Smith stated the letter went out to all landowners in the district, Smith stated there is 
a total of 134 parcels and in the district and once Smith removes all of the duplicate landowners, she mailed 
out about 62 letters notifying of the meeting, Smith states everyone in the district that is a landowner should 
have gotten one, whether they chose to attend today or not for personal reasons or Covid, Smith can't be 
sure, we tried to give everyone the option to zoom into the meeting like Runge is doing, so that everyone 
that wanted to attend today's meeting had that option to attend. Vierkandt asked if we would get a 
breakdown of what each individual landowners costs might be if we could get an opinion of costs from the 
engineer. Smith stated she could provide the landowners a list of potential costs broken down by parcel, 
once that estimate is received from the engineer, and could mail that out to all landowners. Hoffman asked 
if this process would be ok with everyone here included, we would ask CGA to form an Opinion of Costs for 
the tile on the north side of Buckeye, once we get that we will have the Clerk plug it into the assessment 
schedule and get it out to the landowners, Hoffman asked does that sound reasonable. Vierkandt stated 
yes, and asked this would be just for informational purposes. Smith stated yes that was correct. Smuck 
stated it would be helpful to have that information and we don't have to make this decision today, if we can 
kind of continue to do this as a fix as fail for now, and then in the next 20 to 30 years we need to know what 
we are looking at as to what this could cost and if we need to apply for grants, we need to know what kind 
of grants to apply for and how much we might need. 

Hoffman stated amongst yourselves, you might appoint a self designated liaison and we can get you in 
touch with Mike Bourland who is the engineer that did the CREP project out at Stoley's and at the Perry's, 
it may be better to get ahold of him sooner than later to find out what options are available and he can get a 
hold of one of you and say hey this might be a good time to initiate this program with this option, it might all 
come together at the right time. Vierkandt stated he is willing to be one of those guys, and the Smucks as 
well. Hoffman stated he wanted as many landowners to be involved as possible as it is their money and not 
Hoffman's, but State Code says the Trustees shall maintain the facility, which means it shall function, 
Hoffman does not want to order a steak well done if you do not want a steak well done, that is just a 
common courtesy. Vierkandt thinks the majority want to fix it for right now, and continue to fix it as we have 
problems, this is something that rather than all of a sudden there is a quarter million dollar project paid for 
by a few, if it comes upon you all at once, if you know it is coming then you can brace yourselves for the 
next few years. Vierkandt stated we have had some of the wettest years on record with more rainfall, and 
there are more drainage issues because of it, as we know that can cause drainage issues as the ground 
gets saturated and that tile gets full, it makes the sides softer because of that, we may be in a dry cycle 
the next 5 to 10 years, we may not have another blowout for 5 to 10 years. Gallentine stated this is not a 
tile he remembers being out on doing repairs on every few years, it has been a while, you look at that video 
and think it isn't going to last a long time but we have not had a huge amount of blowouts over the last 5 or 
10 years, maybe a couple. Vierkandt stated there has been 4 or 5, Smuck agreed. Gallentine stated there 
are districts you are there spring and fall like clockwork. Vierkandt stated not this district, the drier we get 
the better off the tile is. 

Hoffman stated one of the things we have implemented on the landowners behalf is if someone calls in after 
the meeting today and says we have a problem, do we have to wait until next week for our meeting next 
week to deal with it, we have given some authority to our Drainage Clerk, to initiate that investigation 
process on our behalf, limited by a dollar amount, but at least if we have a crew already working in Alden, 
why not have them stop by and get going on this, so we have at least helped the process part of the 
situation, not only in this district but in all the districts, so we can maintain some continuity there. 
Vierkandt stated if we were to do Buckeye north to the creek, how much would that cost, not an official 
quote, just a guess, not to hold you to anything. Gallentine stated to just make a guess, possibly $300,000 
to $400,000, part of which would be assessed to Secondary Roads as part of the road crossing. Vierkandt 
stated that was what he was afraid of. Smith stated looking back in the assessment bible, it was last 
assessed in 2017, prior to that 2014, and the next previous repair was in 1991, so at least we are lucky in 
the sense that this district has not had a lot of recent repairs that have been very costly. Gallentine stated 
in the 2017 repair, we worked on every lateral. 

Comments/Discussion

Hoffman asked if the previous discussion covered both items 4 and 5 on the agenda. Smith stated yes, she 
would just need a motion if the Trustees would like to formally request an Opinion of Costs from CGA.  

Possible Action

Motion by McClellan for Clapsaddle-Garber Associates (CGA) to provide and Opinion of Costs to replace 
the tile running north from the north edge of Buckeye. Second by Hoffman. 

Hoffman asked for any additional discussion on the motion. McClellan stated this would just be replacing 
the tile from the north edge of the town of Buckeye running north. Hoffman stated Gallentine will report that 
cost estimate back to us and then we will get it out to the landowners in the district and those in 
attendance today. Hoffman asked if that was fine for now, Smuck stated yes and we will just fix as fail for 
now. Hoffman stated yes, he will not box CGA into a time frame, but as soon as we get those numbers 
from CGA, we will get those numbers plugged into an assessment schedule and got those numbers out to 
you. Smuck stated Carolus was at the top of that district, paying about 40% of the cost of that repair, and 
asked but if it is a certain size project does it get reallocated by percentage. Hoffman stated no, you would 
have to reclassify the district or split it into a north and south district, Gallentine stated if we increase the 
tile size or capacity, then you automatically reclassify the district, if you replace what is already there with 
the same size tile reclassification is not required, the Trustees would have to authorize reclassification if 
they feel something isn't equitable. Hoffman stated if a landowner comes forward and says we would like to 
see this be more equitable, it has been 100 years since this classification has been done, and things have 
changed, if you ask us for a reclassification, there is about a 99% chance that we would do that on your 
behalf. Hoffman stated if you make improvements and upgrade the coefficient then we automatically 
reclassify the district, but if you put in the same then you would have to request it and Gallentine would 
engage the reclassification commission to do that. Smuck stated if we put in the same size tile, and then 
down the road we do a project, how is that set into motion. 

Hoffman called for the vote. All ayes. Motion carried. 

Other Business

Hoffman stated he would recommend reclassification sooner than later. Smuck stated it seems high that 
800 acres in the district and someone with 40 acres would be paying a huge amount. Hoffman stated that 
100% will be divided so someone will pay more than someone else, and we have had some new 
classifications that have happened, that people are like I paid 30% before, and now I am paying 33%, well if 
Joe Smith went down 8% that 8% has to be accounted for somewhere. Smuck asked if it were divided on a 
per acre basis based on where you land sits. Gallentine stated it is based off of soil types, we take into 
account the slope of your ground, how close you are to the facility, whoever is closer pays more as they 
don't have to have as much private tile to maintain drainage, and acres also play into it, there have been 
times where we have had the farther up the district facility you are you pay more, but that has not always 
been the case, it is the commissioner's discretion on that. Gallentine stated the Commission is comprised 
of an Engineer and two disinterested landowners from the County who don't own land in the district and 
don't rent ground in the district. Hoffman asked if that made sense, four years ago this was all new to me, 
and this is a teaching moment, when we get a handful of people in here, it is only fair we educate rather 
than surprise people. Gallentine stated 100 years ago, everyone would have known this as they were doing 
the classifications every other week, but now unless you have a major project the reclassification don't get 
done often. 

Vierkandt asked if in fact this project goes forward what would Gallentine recommend, a parallel tile install 
or a complete replacement. Gallentine stated he would recommend a complete replacement. Vierkandt 
asked if that is because we will have problems with the old tile collapsing later down the line. Gallentine 
stated yes, 50 years ago when the tile was only 50 years old parallel tiling made some sense, but now the 
tile is 100 years old and we are past the useful life of the tile, so it is like buying a new Corvette and putting 
Model t tires on it, you are stuck with the maintenance on the old tile and the payment on the new tile, 
because you change size from 15" to a 24" is only going to cost you a couple more dollars a foot and may 
save you on doing rock bedding, Gallentine would recommend replacing it and not worrying about the old 
tile. Vierkandt wished they wouldn't put back the same size but would put in a larger tile. Gallentine stated 
that most of the old tile was put in with a coefficient of 1/8" a day or maybe 1/4" a day, it was mainly 
designed to drain a few potholes here and there, they didn't envision pattern tiling, as long as you put it in it 
is a good consideration to upsize, this is currently a 21" tile now, Smuck stated it may be the outside 
diameter of the tile at 21". Gallentine stated you can;t get plastic tile at 21" in size. McClellan asked if 
Gallentine's estimate would include upsizing, Gallentine stated no it would just be replacement. Smuck 
stated we know our estimate to replace and could figure a couple bucks more per foot to upsize. Gallentine 
stated upsizing will cost more, but it won't be any cheaper in five years, contracting costs just don't go up 
and down the way farm pricing surges up and down. 

Hoffman asked if there were any other questions. Smith stated if any of the landowners present in this 
meeting also have land in DD 14 they can stick around for the DD  14 Landowner Meeting to immediately 

follow this one. Runge stated he did not get notice for this meeting. Smith stated he should have received 
notice on this meeting Runge is welcome to stay and we can move right into the DD 14 Meeting. 

Adjourn Meeting

Motion by McClellan to adjourn. Second by Hoffman. All ayes. Motion carried.  
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11/18/2020 - Minutes

Open Meeting

Hardin County Drainage Trustee BJ Hoffman opened the meeting. Also present were Trustee Renee 
McClellan; Landowners Jim Smuck, Robert Smuck, Merv Vierkandt, Jack Runge; Lee Gallentine of 
Clapsaddle-Garber Associates (CGA); Angela Silvey, Board Secretary; Michael Pearce, Network 
Specialist; and Denise Smith, Drainage Clerk.  

Approve Agenda

Motion by McClellan to approve the agenda. Second by Hoffman. All ayes. Motion carried.  

Introductions/Attendance

Introductions were made and attendance verified.  

DD 11 WO 294 - Discuss W Possible Action - Explanation Of Investigation Summary 

Gallentine stated that in this small district, earlier this year we had a report of a sinkhole, we found the main 
tile of DD 11 is not in that great of shape, like all of our districts it has been in there over a hundred years. 
Gallentine stated it was interesting that not only is the tile starting to collapse with the veeing in, it seems 
like there is a void beside the tile on either side, so when it is cracked on the top and on the bottom it 
makes it really tough to find something to connect to, because once you get near that, that side crack 
wants to push into that void on one side or the other. Gallentine stated we did end up televising about 1,600' 
roughly, we went upstream and downstream both, got some snapshots and tabulated what we found, we 
found 13 spots in each direction that are either partially collapsed or imminently going to collapse soon, and 
so we have some pictures, and we can talk about that, Gallentine referenced photos from the Investigation 
Summary, the first photo is a closeup that showed the void so you can see the smooth dirt where the old 
tile was, and right above the waterline you can see that void beside the tile, that is not typical of what you 
see, in most of these districts the tiles have been in there so long you don't see any voids beside them so 
that must be due to some kind of erosion going on through the years, that is kind of the unusual part. The 
next photos show the condition that the first joint of the tile starting to vee down a little bit, we know they 
are all cracked, we didn't count cracks, but once that top starts veeing down we know they are going to 
collapse, there is one that has gotten a bit farther along and you can start to see the dirt, next photo shows 
the top starting to vee down right away and you go on to the next section of tile and you can see more of 
that on the right side, the next photo is a little bit uglier and shows both the top and sides are cracked. 
Gallentine stated if anyone has questions, feel free to stop him at any time. 

Gallentine referenced another photo of the top starting to vee down with dirt visible, Runge asked where 
these are located, Gallentine stated they are pretty much all over and pretty evenly spread throughout the 
length of the tile. It was asked if these damaged areas were north or south of Buckeye, Gallentine stated 
they were all north of Buckeye and north of Buckeye is the only place we televised. It was asked how many 
total feet of main is there from the north edge of Buckeye to the creek, and how far from the north edge of 
Buckeye does the main go southward. Smuck stated the blowout was due west of his house. Gallentine 
will look at the report for details. It was discussed that the main tile in Buckeye is right on the east edge of 
the east alley and goes up west of the schoolhouse, right by the Main Street. Gallentine stated that looking 
at the old map, right from the road that runs east west right north of Buckeye, it runs through three different 
forty acre parcels, 3/4 of a mile, goes north of Buckeye, it extends through Buckeye, once you get south of 
Buckeye it extends down more for a couple more forty acre parcels so it extends about a half mile south of 
Buckeye. It was asked if we start to do this, this could lead to the southern end including the city of 
Buckeye, but we wouldn't know that until we start. Gallentine stated he does not know anything about the 
rest of the tile other than what we have exposed and televised, which is just this 1,600' north of Buckeye. 
Vierkandt stated if we did replacement here going north, there would likely be problems with the tile going 
south, if in fact, we decide to replace, he would like to know what the whole cost would be to replace the 
total length before we open up a can of worms. Gallentine stated that is understandable, and that is how we 
got to this point, once we televised and brought this to the Trustees, the Trustees said, let's stop and get 
the landowners together to discuss this, and see what people think and want to do.

McClellan asked if this would be a situation where if we decide to just fix some of it and we go in there and 
dig, we will have problems finding something good enough to connect on to. Gallentine stated that is what 
we ran into, we got about 50' and we put concrete collars on it and wrapped it up in fabric, and reported 
back. Gallentine stated if you just want to look at the 1/4 mile we televised, there are 26 areas that need 
spot repairs, some of them are close enough you could combine them into one repair, so you would be 
down to 11 spot repairs consisting of 500', which would be under the $50,000 hearing threshold. If you want 
to replace this whole 1/4 mile, you would be above and beyond the $50,000 threshold and would have to 
have an Engineer's Report and a hearing, or if you want to upsize it while you replace that report and 
hearing would be required. Smuck asked how the assessment is split on this, because this is 100% of 
Buckeye's storm and city sewer. Gallentine stated no it is not, the incorporated limits of Buckeye are split 
between three different drainage districts, all of Buckeye has to go through one district or another, you 
would be right that most of it goes through this one district, Gallentine does not know where their city sewer 
discharges. Smuck stated they do not have city sewers it is all septic tanks and leach fields. McClellan 
asked what happens if we start messing with the drainage tile and city sewer runs through it. Gallentine 
stated the last one of these that we ran into was a lateral over on the west side of town, and the DNR said 
you can hook them back up and at the time of transfer it would need to be addressed, sooner or later it 
forces them to do something. 

Gallentine stated so that is where we are at, we are all covered up now, those spots Gallentine referenced 
on the photos were some of the worst, when they are starting to vee down like that, maybe they will last 
another 5, 10 or 20 years, no one knows, that void on the side of the tile is concerning because that gives it 
a space where there is no side support. Smuck stated it looks like it has separated at the cracks and the 
water started to swirl in those side areas. Gallentine stated that is all he can think of also, as the erosion 
has to have started somewhere, or it has just worked its way upstream when it is overloaded. 

Runge shared his comments with Smuck and Vierkandt this morning, Runge is a fix as fail person on this, 
as once we start this you are not going to want to stop and it will go beyond the scope any of us want to 
see right now. Runge realizes it will take attention in the future, and we are in some uncertain financial 
times right now as a country, although the markets look good today, and this could all blow up in our face. 
Runge stated he realizes this but by the same token 90% of his corn goes across the bridge that says safe 
for one truck only, we are putting a lot of emphasis on getting tile lines fixed, but there was a time two 
years ago I could not even get from 220th St to Co Hwy D41 anywhere between S21 and S27, they have 
addressed that now, we have two open and are still one short, Runge will go on record as fix as fail. 
Gallentine stated that to clarify, when you say fix as fail, that when we get a sinkhole, we just go out there 
and fix it, is that correct. Runge stated yes, that is what he is thinking. Gallentine stated the good news is 
that the tile is flowing now. Smuck stated yes and no one's sewer is backing up. Vierkandt stated he is with 
Runge, because we don't know how long it will last, and as long as this is on Smuck's ground as long as he 
is compensated for that, if in fact there would happen to be another blowout, and the district would have to 
go through Smuck's field to repair, they could compensate his crop loss through a damage claim, and 
asked Runge if he agreed. Runge stated yes, he went out in June and looked at the repair in June, when 
they went down into the other place 2 years ago, he can show you his crop yields in that area, so fixing it 
as we go is not without it's ramifications also. Vierkandt asked Runge if he had any objections to possibly 
getting some estimates so we know what we are dealing with here in a worst case scenario. Runge did not 
have a problem with that, and did not think we need an engineering study, Runge would be against a full 
blown engineering study, we have educated people that could give us a pretty close reference to where this 
might be, and that may be subject to another meeting, but Runge is not totally in favor of doing another 
engineer study, until we get to that point. Smith stated if costs were to become available she could provide 
a breakdown of what that would look like for each of the landowners. Runge stated a ballpark figure would 
be helpful, and we should be able to come to some idea of what a project like this would cost. 

McClellan asked if Runge was talking about the cost of replacing the tile. Vierkandt stated we don't know 
how many repairs we would have in the next 20 years, so yes so we have an idea of what those 
replacement costs might be up front, Vierkandt asked if there was some sort of cost estimate Gallentine 
could do short of a full blown engineering study. Gallentine stated we could give them a preliminary idea of 
costs without going through a formal study, it would take 2 to 4 hours, if it was just a rural district it would 
be a little bit easier, but we will have to figure what it will cost to go through Buckeye. Vierkandt asked if 
Gallentine could do just the north edge of Buckeye going north for the cost estimate, Smuck stated that is 
where 90% of our blowouts occur. Vierkandt stated there has not been any in Buckeye. Smuck stated he 
knew there was an underground fiber optic line in Buckeye, and we had televised some in the past, and 
there would be issues with the tile line as it runs under the Cooperative in Buckeye and under the railroad 
tracks, and that would be very cost prohibitive. Hoffman asked what that might be called for pricing. 
Gallentine stated we could give you a one page Opinion of Costs.

 Vierkandt stated we would be further ahead if we did the work from the north edge of Buckeye going to the 

north, and asked is there any chance that because this is in town are there any monies or grants available 
to the town of Buckeye to bear some of those costs, if not all of the costs. Gallentine stated there are 
CDBG (Community Development Block Grant) funds available to towns now, but the key to those grants is 
they are tied to water quality, so what that would do is they will want is a wetland, or to slow the water 
down or to treat it, as far as putting in a tile, and draining it out, they will pay for that but only if there is a 
water quality aspect to the project. Hoffman stated if you want to put a CREP wetland at the end, it may be 
an option. Gallentine stated you may not even need to put a wetland at the end, you could do biofoils in 
town with ditches in native grasses and allow the water to pool up in it so it drains more slowly, tree 
trenches etc. Smuck stated the only time he know of a tile in town draining anything the CDBG worked on 
was the project in Iowa Falls out by Theisens, that drains ag ground and the city, and they paid 100% of 
that tile, the landowners got to drain their farms and the State paid for the crossing under Hwy 65. 
Gallentine stated that is state law, the State will have to pay for highway crossings. Smuck stated the 
landowners did not pay for any of it. Concern was expressed that any costly project would break the town of 
Buckeye, any major project would be costly. Smuck stated they have had plenty of years to stock up for 
this, and maybe they should know there is a project like this coming up. Gallentine stated he has heard 
both sides of the story, that the folks in town can't afford it and that the folks in town could have planned for 
it, he does not know what the answer is, the Trustees get to decide and they want the landowners input. 
Smuck stated that sooner or later something will have to be done, likely in Smuck's lifetime, he does not 
think it would last another 50 years, we have to think sooner or later this will be a project that has to get 
done, Smuck is not saying it has to get done now, we need to start exploring some avenues where there is 
some cost sharing and so there is some options to possibly make this happen with some government 
funding so nobody is out what they could be out currently. Smuck stated there are options out there and 
ways to make this work and does not think a complete repair right now is that option, everybody wants to 
talk about infrastructure for the next four years and ways to get everybody working, maybe this is a way we 
can get some government money and we need to keep a good ear open for those options. Gallentine stated 
he would love to hear about some of those options if anyone hears about them, we had a different district 
and nobody was for it and nobody wanted it, but one landowner stepped up and they ended up putting up a 
CREP wetland, and that saved us putting in a 1/4 to 1/2 mile of tile and in that wetland project the 
government paid to replace the tile downstream of it, and the district cost on that was really minimum on it. 
Smuck stated we have already put in one wetland on this a 1/4 mile away on pasture that Smuck has, and 
something like that may be applicable at the end of this tile. Gallentine stated he thinks it is DD 21 that is 
to the south and east of this one, Smuck stated maybe one wetland can serve both tiles. Gallentine stated 
there is a couple of tile that run parallel to that outlet portion and could possibly grab both of those and save 
both districts some money. Smuck stated right across the stone fence, his cousin Rastetter has some 
CRP, not official wetlands but some CRP, and maybe a practice like that could be considered in this case. 

Gallentine asked if there was any other questions for him, none were presented. Hoffman stated that Calvin 
Hiland brought up to him when he was over to Radcliffe, that some of these projects that end up going into 
municipalities, there is a ten year finance option put into place for this, its not like you have to do it right 
then and there. Hoffman wants to be conscious of everyone's life and livelihood, and when some people see 
that big bill, it is very intimidating but there are means of financing it through the Drainage Clerk, so if 
someone gives you a hard time, please know we are here to work with you, that is why we have these 
meetings. Hoffman wishes there were more people here today, but there are means of relief if something 
like that comes up, and people may not understand we are here to work with you and we don't want to 
bankrupt anybody. Hoffman stated it is much like the project in Radcliffe, some of our homeowners stated 
they will have to put $20 a month away and if that project comes to fruition, they will have it, but they had 
no idea because a lot of the landowners just don't engage on something like this. Hoffman lives in a 
drainage district and did not know until he got his first assessment 3 years ago, and had never received an 
assessment before, Hoffman may have 1/4 of an acre in the district, so now Hoffman and his brother who 
manage the family farm put a little bit away for that assessment knowing it is just a matter of time before 
we will be assessed again. 

McClellan asked if the Drainage Clerk could provide information on the drainage assessment process. 
Smith stated once an assessment goes out, from the date the assessment goes out there is a 30 day 
window in which you can sign up for a drainage waiver, and what the drainage waiver does is it takes the 
cost of the assessment and we can spread that amount out over 10 years of payments, it splits the amount 
equally into those payments over the 10 year period of time. There is a 5% interest fee charged on the 
assessment payments, some people might find they can find a better interest rate through their bank, but 
we can certainly do a waiver to spread that assessment payment out over time, we can do that for any 
landowner receiving an assessment over $500, there is a $500 minimum for the waiver. Smith stated if your 
assessment is over $500 we can sign you up for a waiver payment plan. Hoffman stated for some people 
that may have moved to Buckeye or Radcliffe and don't have good credit, this is still an option. Smuck 
asked if credit was requirement, Hoffman stated no, and this is an option. Vierkandt asked who all got the 
letter for this meeting. Smith stated the letter went out to all landowners in the district, Smith stated there is 
a total of 134 parcels and in the district and once Smith removes all of the duplicate landowners, she mailed 
out about 62 letters notifying of the meeting, Smith states everyone in the district that is a landowner should 
have gotten one, whether they chose to attend today or not for personal reasons or Covid, Smith can't be 
sure, we tried to give everyone the option to zoom into the meeting like Runge is doing, so that everyone 
that wanted to attend today's meeting had that option to attend. Vierkandt asked if we would get a 
breakdown of what each individual landowners costs might be if we could get an opinion of costs from the 
engineer. Smith stated she could provide the landowners a list of potential costs broken down by parcel, 
once that estimate is received from the engineer, and could mail that out to all landowners. Hoffman asked 
if this process would be ok with everyone here included, we would ask CGA to form an Opinion of Costs for 
the tile on the north side of Buckeye, once we get that we will have the Clerk plug it into the assessment 
schedule and get it out to the landowners, Hoffman asked does that sound reasonable. Vierkandt stated 
yes, and asked this would be just for informational purposes. Smith stated yes that was correct. Smuck 
stated it would be helpful to have that information and we don't have to make this decision today, if we can 
kind of continue to do this as a fix as fail for now, and then in the next 20 to 30 years we need to know what 
we are looking at as to what this could cost and if we need to apply for grants, we need to know what kind 
of grants to apply for and how much we might need. 

Hoffman stated amongst yourselves, you might appoint a self designated liaison and we can get you in 
touch with Mike Bourland who is the engineer that did the CREP project out at Stoley's and at the Perry's, 
it may be better to get ahold of him sooner than later to find out what options are available and he can get a 
hold of one of you and say hey this might be a good time to initiate this program with this option, it might all 
come together at the right time. Vierkandt stated he is willing to be one of those guys, and the Smucks as 
well. Hoffman stated he wanted as many landowners to be involved as possible as it is their money and not 
Hoffman's, but State Code says the Trustees shall maintain the facility, which means it shall function, 
Hoffman does not want to order a steak well done if you do not want a steak well done, that is just a 
common courtesy. Vierkandt thinks the majority want to fix it for right now, and continue to fix it as we have 
problems, this is something that rather than all of a sudden there is a quarter million dollar project paid for 
by a few, if it comes upon you all at once, if you know it is coming then you can brace yourselves for the 
next few years. Vierkandt stated we have had some of the wettest years on record with more rainfall, and 
there are more drainage issues because of it, as we know that can cause drainage issues as the ground 
gets saturated and that tile gets full, it makes the sides softer because of that, we may be in a dry cycle 
the next 5 to 10 years, we may not have another blowout for 5 to 10 years. Gallentine stated this is not a 
tile he remembers being out on doing repairs on every few years, it has been a while, you look at that video 
and think it isn't going to last a long time but we have not had a huge amount of blowouts over the last 5 or 
10 years, maybe a couple. Vierkandt stated there has been 4 or 5, Smuck agreed. Gallentine stated there 
are districts you are there spring and fall like clockwork. Vierkandt stated not this district, the drier we get 
the better off the tile is. 

Hoffman stated one of the things we have implemented on the landowners behalf is if someone calls in after 
the meeting today and says we have a problem, do we have to wait until next week for our meeting next 
week to deal with it, we have given some authority to our Drainage Clerk, to initiate that investigation 
process on our behalf, limited by a dollar amount, but at least if we have a crew already working in Alden, 
why not have them stop by and get going on this, so we have at least helped the process part of the 
situation, not only in this district but in all the districts, so we can maintain some continuity there. 
Vierkandt stated if we were to do Buckeye north to the creek, how much would that cost, not an official 
quote, just a guess, not to hold you to anything. Gallentine stated to just make a guess, possibly $300,000 
to $400,000, part of which would be assessed to Secondary Roads as part of the road crossing. Vierkandt 
stated that was what he was afraid of. Smith stated looking back in the assessment bible, it was last 
assessed in 2017, prior to that 2014, and the next previous repair was in 1991, so at least we are lucky in 
the sense that this district has not had a lot of recent repairs that have been very costly. Gallentine stated 
in the 2017 repair, we worked on every lateral. 

Comments/Discussion

Hoffman asked if the previous discussion covered both items 4 and 5 on the agenda. Smith stated yes, she 
would just need a motion if the Trustees would like to formally request an Opinion of Costs from CGA.  

Possible Action

Motion by McClellan for Clapsaddle-Garber Associates (CGA) to provide and Opinion of Costs to replace 
the tile running north from the north edge of Buckeye. Second by Hoffman. 

Hoffman asked for any additional discussion on the motion. McClellan stated this would just be replacing 
the tile from the north edge of the town of Buckeye running north. Hoffman stated Gallentine will report that 
cost estimate back to us and then we will get it out to the landowners in the district and those in 
attendance today. Hoffman asked if that was fine for now, Smuck stated yes and we will just fix as fail for 
now. Hoffman stated yes, he will not box CGA into a time frame, but as soon as we get those numbers 
from CGA, we will get those numbers plugged into an assessment schedule and got those numbers out to 
you. Smuck stated Carolus was at the top of that district, paying about 40% of the cost of that repair, and 
asked but if it is a certain size project does it get reallocated by percentage. Hoffman stated no, you would 
have to reclassify the district or split it into a north and south district, Gallentine stated if we increase the 
tile size or capacity, then you automatically reclassify the district, if you replace what is already there with 
the same size tile reclassification is not required, the Trustees would have to authorize reclassification if 
they feel something isn't equitable. Hoffman stated if a landowner comes forward and says we would like to 
see this be more equitable, it has been 100 years since this classification has been done, and things have 
changed, if you ask us for a reclassification, there is about a 99% chance that we would do that on your 
behalf. Hoffman stated if you make improvements and upgrade the coefficient then we automatically 
reclassify the district, but if you put in the same then you would have to request it and Gallentine would 
engage the reclassification commission to do that. Smuck stated if we put in the same size tile, and then 
down the road we do a project, how is that set into motion. 

Hoffman called for the vote. All ayes. Motion carried. 

Other Business

Hoffman stated he would recommend reclassification sooner than later. Smuck stated it seems high that 
800 acres in the district and someone with 40 acres would be paying a huge amount. Hoffman stated that 
100% will be divided so someone will pay more than someone else, and we have had some new 
classifications that have happened, that people are like I paid 30% before, and now I am paying 33%, well if 
Joe Smith went down 8% that 8% has to be accounted for somewhere. Smuck asked if it were divided on a 
per acre basis based on where you land sits. Gallentine stated it is based off of soil types, we take into 
account the slope of your ground, how close you are to the facility, whoever is closer pays more as they 
don't have to have as much private tile to maintain drainage, and acres also play into it, there have been 
times where we have had the farther up the district facility you are you pay more, but that has not always 
been the case, it is the commissioner's discretion on that. Gallentine stated the Commission is comprised 
of an Engineer and two disinterested landowners from the County who don't own land in the district and 
don't rent ground in the district. Hoffman asked if that made sense, four years ago this was all new to me, 
and this is a teaching moment, when we get a handful of people in here, it is only fair we educate rather 
than surprise people. Gallentine stated 100 years ago, everyone would have known this as they were doing 
the classifications every other week, but now unless you have a major project the reclassification don't get 
done often. 

Vierkandt asked if in fact this project goes forward what would Gallentine recommend, a parallel tile install 
or a complete replacement. Gallentine stated he would recommend a complete replacement. Vierkandt 
asked if that is because we will have problems with the old tile collapsing later down the line. Gallentine 
stated yes, 50 years ago when the tile was only 50 years old parallel tiling made some sense, but now the 
tile is 100 years old and we are past the useful life of the tile, so it is like buying a new Corvette and putting 
Model t tires on it, you are stuck with the maintenance on the old tile and the payment on the new tile, 
because you change size from 15" to a 24" is only going to cost you a couple more dollars a foot and may 
save you on doing rock bedding, Gallentine would recommend replacing it and not worrying about the old 
tile. Vierkandt wished they wouldn't put back the same size but would put in a larger tile. Gallentine stated 
that most of the old tile was put in with a coefficient of 1/8" a day or maybe 1/4" a day, it was mainly 
designed to drain a few potholes here and there, they didn't envision pattern tiling, as long as you put it in it 
is a good consideration to upsize, this is currently a 21" tile now, Smuck stated it may be the outside 
diameter of the tile at 21". Gallentine stated you can;t get plastic tile at 21" in size. McClellan asked if 
Gallentine's estimate would include upsizing, Gallentine stated no it would just be replacement. Smuck 
stated we know our estimate to replace and could figure a couple bucks more per foot to upsize. Gallentine 
stated upsizing will cost more, but it won't be any cheaper in five years, contracting costs just don't go up 
and down the way farm pricing surges up and down. 

Hoffman asked if there were any other questions. Smith stated if any of the landowners present in this 
meeting also have land in DD 14 they can stick around for the DD  14 Landowner Meeting to immediately 

follow this one. Runge stated he did not get notice for this meeting. Smith stated he should have received 
notice on this meeting Runge is welcome to stay and we can move right into the DD 14 Meeting. 

Adjourn Meeting

Motion by McClellan to adjourn. Second by Hoffman. All ayes. Motion carried.  
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DD 11  LANDOWNERS MEETING

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 2020 11:30 AM
This meeting was held electronically and in-person due to Covid-19 concerns. 

11/18/2020 - Minutes

Open Meeting

Hardin County Drainage Trustee BJ Hoffman opened the meeting. Also present were Trustee Renee 
McClellan; Landowners Jim Smuck, Robert Smuck, Merv Vierkandt, Jack Runge; Lee Gallentine of 
Clapsaddle-Garber Associates (CGA); Angela Silvey, Board Secretary; Michael Pearce, Network 
Specialist; and Denise Smith, Drainage Clerk.  

Approve Agenda

Motion by McClellan to approve the agenda. Second by Hoffman. All ayes. Motion carried.  

Introductions/Attendance

Introductions were made and attendance verified.  

DD 11 WO 294 - Discuss W Possible Action - Explanation Of Investigation Summary 

Gallentine stated that in this small district, earlier this year we had a report of a sinkhole, we found the main 
tile of DD 11 is not in that great of shape, like all of our districts it has been in there over a hundred years. 
Gallentine stated it was interesting that not only is the tile starting to collapse with the veeing in, it seems 
like there is a void beside the tile on either side, so when it is cracked on the top and on the bottom it 
makes it really tough to find something to connect to, because once you get near that, that side crack 
wants to push into that void on one side or the other. Gallentine stated we did end up televising about 1,600' 
roughly, we went upstream and downstream both, got some snapshots and tabulated what we found, we 
found 13 spots in each direction that are either partially collapsed or imminently going to collapse soon, and 
so we have some pictures, and we can talk about that, Gallentine referenced photos from the Investigation 
Summary, the first photo is a closeup that showed the void so you can see the smooth dirt where the old 
tile was, and right above the waterline you can see that void beside the tile, that is not typical of what you 
see, in most of these districts the tiles have been in there so long you don't see any voids beside them so 
that must be due to some kind of erosion going on through the years, that is kind of the unusual part. The 
next photos show the condition that the first joint of the tile starting to vee down a little bit, we know they 
are all cracked, we didn't count cracks, but once that top starts veeing down we know they are going to 
collapse, there is one that has gotten a bit farther along and you can start to see the dirt, next photo shows 
the top starting to vee down right away and you go on to the next section of tile and you can see more of 
that on the right side, the next photo is a little bit uglier and shows both the top and sides are cracked. 
Gallentine stated if anyone has questions, feel free to stop him at any time. 

Gallentine referenced another photo of the top starting to vee down with dirt visible, Runge asked where 
these are located, Gallentine stated they are pretty much all over and pretty evenly spread throughout the 
length of the tile. It was asked if these damaged areas were north or south of Buckeye, Gallentine stated 
they were all north of Buckeye and north of Buckeye is the only place we televised. It was asked how many 
total feet of main is there from the north edge of Buckeye to the creek, and how far from the north edge of 
Buckeye does the main go southward. Smuck stated the blowout was due west of his house. Gallentine 
will look at the report for details. It was discussed that the main tile in Buckeye is right on the east edge of 
the east alley and goes up west of the schoolhouse, right by the Main Street. Gallentine stated that looking 
at the old map, right from the road that runs east west right north of Buckeye, it runs through three different 
forty acre parcels, 3/4 of a mile, goes north of Buckeye, it extends through Buckeye, once you get south of 
Buckeye it extends down more for a couple more forty acre parcels so it extends about a half mile south of 
Buckeye. It was asked if we start to do this, this could lead to the southern end including the city of 
Buckeye, but we wouldn't know that until we start. Gallentine stated he does not know anything about the 
rest of the tile other than what we have exposed and televised, which is just this 1,600' north of Buckeye. 
Vierkandt stated if we did replacement here going north, there would likely be problems with the tile going 
south, if in fact, we decide to replace, he would like to know what the whole cost would be to replace the 
total length before we open up a can of worms. Gallentine stated that is understandable, and that is how we 
got to this point, once we televised and brought this to the Trustees, the Trustees said, let's stop and get 
the landowners together to discuss this, and see what people think and want to do.

McClellan asked if this would be a situation where if we decide to just fix some of it and we go in there and 
dig, we will have problems finding something good enough to connect on to. Gallentine stated that is what 
we ran into, we got about 50' and we put concrete collars on it and wrapped it up in fabric, and reported 
back. Gallentine stated if you just want to look at the 1/4 mile we televised, there are 26 areas that need 
spot repairs, some of them are close enough you could combine them into one repair, so you would be 
down to 11 spot repairs consisting of 500', which would be under the $50,000 hearing threshold. If you want 
to replace this whole 1/4 mile, you would be above and beyond the $50,000 threshold and would have to 
have an Engineer's Report and a hearing, or if you want to upsize it while you replace that report and 
hearing would be required. Smuck asked how the assessment is split on this, because this is 100% of 
Buckeye's storm and city sewer. Gallentine stated no it is not, the incorporated limits of Buckeye are split 
between three different drainage districts, all of Buckeye has to go through one district or another, you 
would be right that most of it goes through this one district, Gallentine does not know where their city sewer 
discharges. Smuck stated they do not have city sewers it is all septic tanks and leach fields. McClellan 
asked what happens if we start messing with the drainage tile and city sewer runs through it. Gallentine 
stated the last one of these that we ran into was a lateral over on the west side of town, and the DNR said 
you can hook them back up and at the time of transfer it would need to be addressed, sooner or later it 
forces them to do something. 

Gallentine stated so that is where we are at, we are all covered up now, those spots Gallentine referenced 
on the photos were some of the worst, when they are starting to vee down like that, maybe they will last 
another 5, 10 or 20 years, no one knows, that void on the side of the tile is concerning because that gives it 
a space where there is no side support. Smuck stated it looks like it has separated at the cracks and the 
water started to swirl in those side areas. Gallentine stated that is all he can think of also, as the erosion 
has to have started somewhere, or it has just worked its way upstream when it is overloaded. 

Runge shared his comments with Smuck and Vierkandt this morning, Runge is a fix as fail person on this, 
as once we start this you are not going to want to stop and it will go beyond the scope any of us want to 
see right now. Runge realizes it will take attention in the future, and we are in some uncertain financial 
times right now as a country, although the markets look good today, and this could all blow up in our face. 
Runge stated he realizes this but by the same token 90% of his corn goes across the bridge that says safe 
for one truck only, we are putting a lot of emphasis on getting tile lines fixed, but there was a time two 
years ago I could not even get from 220th St to Co Hwy D41 anywhere between S21 and S27, they have 
addressed that now, we have two open and are still one short, Runge will go on record as fix as fail. 
Gallentine stated that to clarify, when you say fix as fail, that when we get a sinkhole, we just go out there 
and fix it, is that correct. Runge stated yes, that is what he is thinking. Gallentine stated the good news is 
that the tile is flowing now. Smuck stated yes and no one's sewer is backing up. Vierkandt stated he is with 
Runge, because we don't know how long it will last, and as long as this is on Smuck's ground as long as he 
is compensated for that, if in fact there would happen to be another blowout, and the district would have to 
go through Smuck's field to repair, they could compensate his crop loss through a damage claim, and 
asked Runge if he agreed. Runge stated yes, he went out in June and looked at the repair in June, when 
they went down into the other place 2 years ago, he can show you his crop yields in that area, so fixing it 
as we go is not without it's ramifications also. Vierkandt asked Runge if he had any objections to possibly 
getting some estimates so we know what we are dealing with here in a worst case scenario. Runge did not 
have a problem with that, and did not think we need an engineering study, Runge would be against a full 
blown engineering study, we have educated people that could give us a pretty close reference to where this 
might be, and that may be subject to another meeting, but Runge is not totally in favor of doing another 
engineer study, until we get to that point. Smith stated if costs were to become available she could provide 
a breakdown of what that would look like for each of the landowners. Runge stated a ballpark figure would 
be helpful, and we should be able to come to some idea of what a project like this would cost. 

McClellan asked if Runge was talking about the cost of replacing the tile. Vierkandt stated we don't know 
how many repairs we would have in the next 20 years, so yes so we have an idea of what those 
replacement costs might be up front, Vierkandt asked if there was some sort of cost estimate Gallentine 
could do short of a full blown engineering study. Gallentine stated we could give them a preliminary idea of 
costs without going through a formal study, it would take 2 to 4 hours, if it was just a rural district it would 
be a little bit easier, but we will have to figure what it will cost to go through Buckeye. Vierkandt asked if 
Gallentine could do just the north edge of Buckeye going north for the cost estimate, Smuck stated that is 
where 90% of our blowouts occur. Vierkandt stated there has not been any in Buckeye. Smuck stated he 
knew there was an underground fiber optic line in Buckeye, and we had televised some in the past, and 
there would be issues with the tile line as it runs under the Cooperative in Buckeye and under the railroad 
tracks, and that would be very cost prohibitive. Hoffman asked what that might be called for pricing. 
Gallentine stated we could give you a one page Opinion of Costs.

 Vierkandt stated we would be further ahead if we did the work from the north edge of Buckeye going to the 

north, and asked is there any chance that because this is in town are there any monies or grants available 
to the town of Buckeye to bear some of those costs, if not all of the costs. Gallentine stated there are 
CDBG (Community Development Block Grant) funds available to towns now, but the key to those grants is 
they are tied to water quality, so what that would do is they will want is a wetland, or to slow the water 
down or to treat it, as far as putting in a tile, and draining it out, they will pay for that but only if there is a 
water quality aspect to the project. Hoffman stated if you want to put a CREP wetland at the end, it may be 
an option. Gallentine stated you may not even need to put a wetland at the end, you could do biofoils in 
town with ditches in native grasses and allow the water to pool up in it so it drains more slowly, tree 
trenches etc. Smuck stated the only time he know of a tile in town draining anything the CDBG worked on 
was the project in Iowa Falls out by Theisens, that drains ag ground and the city, and they paid 100% of 
that tile, the landowners got to drain their farms and the State paid for the crossing under Hwy 65. 
Gallentine stated that is state law, the State will have to pay for highway crossings. Smuck stated the 
landowners did not pay for any of it. Concern was expressed that any costly project would break the town of 
Buckeye, any major project would be costly. Smuck stated they have had plenty of years to stock up for 
this, and maybe they should know there is a project like this coming up. Gallentine stated he has heard 
both sides of the story, that the folks in town can't afford it and that the folks in town could have planned for 
it, he does not know what the answer is, the Trustees get to decide and they want the landowners input. 
Smuck stated that sooner or later something will have to be done, likely in Smuck's lifetime, he does not 
think it would last another 50 years, we have to think sooner or later this will be a project that has to get 
done, Smuck is not saying it has to get done now, we need to start exploring some avenues where there is 
some cost sharing and so there is some options to possibly make this happen with some government 
funding so nobody is out what they could be out currently. Smuck stated there are options out there and 
ways to make this work and does not think a complete repair right now is that option, everybody wants to 
talk about infrastructure for the next four years and ways to get everybody working, maybe this is a way we 
can get some government money and we need to keep a good ear open for those options. Gallentine stated 
he would love to hear about some of those options if anyone hears about them, we had a different district 
and nobody was for it and nobody wanted it, but one landowner stepped up and they ended up putting up a 
CREP wetland, and that saved us putting in a 1/4 to 1/2 mile of tile and in that wetland project the 
government paid to replace the tile downstream of it, and the district cost on that was really minimum on it. 
Smuck stated we have already put in one wetland on this a 1/4 mile away on pasture that Smuck has, and 
something like that may be applicable at the end of this tile. Gallentine stated he thinks it is DD 21 that is 
to the south and east of this one, Smuck stated maybe one wetland can serve both tiles. Gallentine stated 
there is a couple of tile that run parallel to that outlet portion and could possibly grab both of those and save 
both districts some money. Smuck stated right across the stone fence, his cousin Rastetter has some 
CRP, not official wetlands but some CRP, and maybe a practice like that could be considered in this case. 

Gallentine asked if there was any other questions for him, none were presented. Hoffman stated that Calvin 
Hiland brought up to him when he was over to Radcliffe, that some of these projects that end up going into 
municipalities, there is a ten year finance option put into place for this, its not like you have to do it right 
then and there. Hoffman wants to be conscious of everyone's life and livelihood, and when some people see 
that big bill, it is very intimidating but there are means of financing it through the Drainage Clerk, so if 
someone gives you a hard time, please know we are here to work with you, that is why we have these 
meetings. Hoffman wishes there were more people here today, but there are means of relief if something 
like that comes up, and people may not understand we are here to work with you and we don't want to 
bankrupt anybody. Hoffman stated it is much like the project in Radcliffe, some of our homeowners stated 
they will have to put $20 a month away and if that project comes to fruition, they will have it, but they had 
no idea because a lot of the landowners just don't engage on something like this. Hoffman lives in a 
drainage district and did not know until he got his first assessment 3 years ago, and had never received an 
assessment before, Hoffman may have 1/4 of an acre in the district, so now Hoffman and his brother who 
manage the family farm put a little bit away for that assessment knowing it is just a matter of time before 
we will be assessed again. 

McClellan asked if the Drainage Clerk could provide information on the drainage assessment process. 
Smith stated once an assessment goes out, from the date the assessment goes out there is a 30 day 
window in which you can sign up for a drainage waiver, and what the drainage waiver does is it takes the 
cost of the assessment and we can spread that amount out over 10 years of payments, it splits the amount 
equally into those payments over the 10 year period of time. There is a 5% interest fee charged on the 
assessment payments, some people might find they can find a better interest rate through their bank, but 
we can certainly do a waiver to spread that assessment payment out over time, we can do that for any 
landowner receiving an assessment over $500, there is a $500 minimum for the waiver. Smith stated if your 
assessment is over $500 we can sign you up for a waiver payment plan. Hoffman stated for some people 
that may have moved to Buckeye or Radcliffe and don't have good credit, this is still an option. Smuck 
asked if credit was requirement, Hoffman stated no, and this is an option. Vierkandt asked who all got the 
letter for this meeting. Smith stated the letter went out to all landowners in the district, Smith stated there is 
a total of 134 parcels and in the district and once Smith removes all of the duplicate landowners, she mailed 
out about 62 letters notifying of the meeting, Smith states everyone in the district that is a landowner should 
have gotten one, whether they chose to attend today or not for personal reasons or Covid, Smith can't be 
sure, we tried to give everyone the option to zoom into the meeting like Runge is doing, so that everyone 
that wanted to attend today's meeting had that option to attend. Vierkandt asked if we would get a 
breakdown of what each individual landowners costs might be if we could get an opinion of costs from the 
engineer. Smith stated she could provide the landowners a list of potential costs broken down by parcel, 
once that estimate is received from the engineer, and could mail that out to all landowners. Hoffman asked 
if this process would be ok with everyone here included, we would ask CGA to form an Opinion of Costs for 
the tile on the north side of Buckeye, once we get that we will have the Clerk plug it into the assessment 
schedule and get it out to the landowners, Hoffman asked does that sound reasonable. Vierkandt stated 
yes, and asked this would be just for informational purposes. Smith stated yes that was correct. Smuck 
stated it would be helpful to have that information and we don't have to make this decision today, if we can 
kind of continue to do this as a fix as fail for now, and then in the next 20 to 30 years we need to know what 
we are looking at as to what this could cost and if we need to apply for grants, we need to know what kind 
of grants to apply for and how much we might need. 

Hoffman stated amongst yourselves, you might appoint a self designated liaison and we can get you in 
touch with Mike Bourland who is the engineer that did the CREP project out at Stoley's and at the Perry's, 
it may be better to get ahold of him sooner than later to find out what options are available and he can get a 
hold of one of you and say hey this might be a good time to initiate this program with this option, it might all 
come together at the right time. Vierkandt stated he is willing to be one of those guys, and the Smucks as 
well. Hoffman stated he wanted as many landowners to be involved as possible as it is their money and not 
Hoffman's, but State Code says the Trustees shall maintain the facility, which means it shall function, 
Hoffman does not want to order a steak well done if you do not want a steak well done, that is just a 
common courtesy. Vierkandt thinks the majority want to fix it for right now, and continue to fix it as we have 
problems, this is something that rather than all of a sudden there is a quarter million dollar project paid for 
by a few, if it comes upon you all at once, if you know it is coming then you can brace yourselves for the 
next few years. Vierkandt stated we have had some of the wettest years on record with more rainfall, and 
there are more drainage issues because of it, as we know that can cause drainage issues as the ground 
gets saturated and that tile gets full, it makes the sides softer because of that, we may be in a dry cycle 
the next 5 to 10 years, we may not have another blowout for 5 to 10 years. Gallentine stated this is not a 
tile he remembers being out on doing repairs on every few years, it has been a while, you look at that video 
and think it isn't going to last a long time but we have not had a huge amount of blowouts over the last 5 or 
10 years, maybe a couple. Vierkandt stated there has been 4 or 5, Smuck agreed. Gallentine stated there 
are districts you are there spring and fall like clockwork. Vierkandt stated not this district, the drier we get 
the better off the tile is. 

Hoffman stated one of the things we have implemented on the landowners behalf is if someone calls in after 
the meeting today and says we have a problem, do we have to wait until next week for our meeting next 
week to deal with it, we have given some authority to our Drainage Clerk, to initiate that investigation 
process on our behalf, limited by a dollar amount, but at least if we have a crew already working in Alden, 
why not have them stop by and get going on this, so we have at least helped the process part of the 
situation, not only in this district but in all the districts, so we can maintain some continuity there. 
Vierkandt stated if we were to do Buckeye north to the creek, how much would that cost, not an official 
quote, just a guess, not to hold you to anything. Gallentine stated to just make a guess, possibly $300,000 
to $400,000, part of which would be assessed to Secondary Roads as part of the road crossing. Vierkandt 
stated that was what he was afraid of. Smith stated looking back in the assessment bible, it was last 
assessed in 2017, prior to that 2014, and the next previous repair was in 1991, so at least we are lucky in 
the sense that this district has not had a lot of recent repairs that have been very costly. Gallentine stated 
in the 2017 repair, we worked on every lateral. 

Comments/Discussion

Hoffman asked if the previous discussion covered both items 4 and 5 on the agenda. Smith stated yes, she 
would just need a motion if the Trustees would like to formally request an Opinion of Costs from CGA.  

Possible Action

Motion by McClellan for Clapsaddle-Garber Associates (CGA) to provide and Opinion of Costs to replace 
the tile running north from the north edge of Buckeye. Second by Hoffman. 

Hoffman asked for any additional discussion on the motion. McClellan stated this would just be replacing 
the tile from the north edge of the town of Buckeye running north. Hoffman stated Gallentine will report that 
cost estimate back to us and then we will get it out to the landowners in the district and those in 
attendance today. Hoffman asked if that was fine for now, Smuck stated yes and we will just fix as fail for 
now. Hoffman stated yes, he will not box CGA into a time frame, but as soon as we get those numbers 
from CGA, we will get those numbers plugged into an assessment schedule and got those numbers out to 
you. Smuck stated Carolus was at the top of that district, paying about 40% of the cost of that repair, and 
asked but if it is a certain size project does it get reallocated by percentage. Hoffman stated no, you would 
have to reclassify the district or split it into a north and south district, Gallentine stated if we increase the 
tile size or capacity, then you automatically reclassify the district, if you replace what is already there with 
the same size tile reclassification is not required, the Trustees would have to authorize reclassification if 
they feel something isn't equitable. Hoffman stated if a landowner comes forward and says we would like to 
see this be more equitable, it has been 100 years since this classification has been done, and things have 
changed, if you ask us for a reclassification, there is about a 99% chance that we would do that on your 
behalf. Hoffman stated if you make improvements and upgrade the coefficient then we automatically 
reclassify the district, but if you put in the same then you would have to request it and Gallentine would 
engage the reclassification commission to do that. Smuck stated if we put in the same size tile, and then 
down the road we do a project, how is that set into motion. 

Hoffman called for the vote. All ayes. Motion carried. 

Other Business

Hoffman stated he would recommend reclassification sooner than later. Smuck stated it seems high that 
800 acres in the district and someone with 40 acres would be paying a huge amount. Hoffman stated that 
100% will be divided so someone will pay more than someone else, and we have had some new 
classifications that have happened, that people are like I paid 30% before, and now I am paying 33%, well if 
Joe Smith went down 8% that 8% has to be accounted for somewhere. Smuck asked if it were divided on a 
per acre basis based on where you land sits. Gallentine stated it is based off of soil types, we take into 
account the slope of your ground, how close you are to the facility, whoever is closer pays more as they 
don't have to have as much private tile to maintain drainage, and acres also play into it, there have been 
times where we have had the farther up the district facility you are you pay more, but that has not always 
been the case, it is the commissioner's discretion on that. Gallentine stated the Commission is comprised 
of an Engineer and two disinterested landowners from the County who don't own land in the district and 
don't rent ground in the district. Hoffman asked if that made sense, four years ago this was all new to me, 
and this is a teaching moment, when we get a handful of people in here, it is only fair we educate rather 
than surprise people. Gallentine stated 100 years ago, everyone would have known this as they were doing 
the classifications every other week, but now unless you have a major project the reclassification don't get 
done often. 

Vierkandt asked if in fact this project goes forward what would Gallentine recommend, a parallel tile install 
or a complete replacement. Gallentine stated he would recommend a complete replacement. Vierkandt 
asked if that is because we will have problems with the old tile collapsing later down the line. Gallentine 
stated yes, 50 years ago when the tile was only 50 years old parallel tiling made some sense, but now the 
tile is 100 years old and we are past the useful life of the tile, so it is like buying a new Corvette and putting 
Model t tires on it, you are stuck with the maintenance on the old tile and the payment on the new tile, 
because you change size from 15" to a 24" is only going to cost you a couple more dollars a foot and may 
save you on doing rock bedding, Gallentine would recommend replacing it and not worrying about the old 
tile. Vierkandt wished they wouldn't put back the same size but would put in a larger tile. Gallentine stated 
that most of the old tile was put in with a coefficient of 1/8" a day or maybe 1/4" a day, it was mainly 
designed to drain a few potholes here and there, they didn't envision pattern tiling, as long as you put it in it 
is a good consideration to upsize, this is currently a 21" tile now, Smuck stated it may be the outside 
diameter of the tile at 21". Gallentine stated you can;t get plastic tile at 21" in size. McClellan asked if 
Gallentine's estimate would include upsizing, Gallentine stated no it would just be replacement. Smuck 
stated we know our estimate to replace and could figure a couple bucks more per foot to upsize. Gallentine 
stated upsizing will cost more, but it won't be any cheaper in five years, contracting costs just don't go up 
and down the way farm pricing surges up and down. 

Hoffman asked if there were any other questions. Smith stated if any of the landowners present in this 
meeting also have land in DD 14 they can stick around for the DD  14 Landowner Meeting to immediately 

follow this one. Runge stated he did not get notice for this meeting. Smith stated he should have received 
notice on this meeting Runge is welcome to stay and we can move right into the DD 14 Meeting. 

Adjourn Meeting

Motion by McClellan to adjourn. Second by Hoffman. All ayes. Motion carried.  
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DD 11  LANDOWNERS MEETING

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 2020 11:30 AM
This meeting was held electronically and in-person due to Covid-19 concerns. 

11/18/2020 - Minutes

Open Meeting

Hardin County Drainage Trustee BJ Hoffman opened the meeting. Also present were Trustee Renee 
McClellan; Landowners Jim Smuck, Robert Smuck, Merv Vierkandt, Jack Runge; Lee Gallentine of 
Clapsaddle-Garber Associates (CGA); Angela Silvey, Board Secretary; Michael Pearce, Network 
Specialist; and Denise Smith, Drainage Clerk.  

Approve Agenda

Motion by McClellan to approve the agenda. Second by Hoffman. All ayes. Motion carried.  

Introductions/Attendance

Introductions were made and attendance verified.  

DD 11 WO 294 - Discuss W Possible Action - Explanation Of Investigation Summary 

Gallentine stated that in this small district, earlier this year we had a report of a sinkhole, we found the main 
tile of DD 11 is not in that great of shape, like all of our districts it has been in there over a hundred years. 
Gallentine stated it was interesting that not only is the tile starting to collapse with the veeing in, it seems 
like there is a void beside the tile on either side, so when it is cracked on the top and on the bottom it 
makes it really tough to find something to connect to, because once you get near that, that side crack 
wants to push into that void on one side or the other. Gallentine stated we did end up televising about 1,600' 
roughly, we went upstream and downstream both, got some snapshots and tabulated what we found, we 
found 13 spots in each direction that are either partially collapsed or imminently going to collapse soon, and 
so we have some pictures, and we can talk about that, Gallentine referenced photos from the Investigation 
Summary, the first photo is a closeup that showed the void so you can see the smooth dirt where the old 
tile was, and right above the waterline you can see that void beside the tile, that is not typical of what you 
see, in most of these districts the tiles have been in there so long you don't see any voids beside them so 
that must be due to some kind of erosion going on through the years, that is kind of the unusual part. The 
next photos show the condition that the first joint of the tile starting to vee down a little bit, we know they 
are all cracked, we didn't count cracks, but once that top starts veeing down we know they are going to 
collapse, there is one that has gotten a bit farther along and you can start to see the dirt, next photo shows 
the top starting to vee down right away and you go on to the next section of tile and you can see more of 
that on the right side, the next photo is a little bit uglier and shows both the top and sides are cracked. 
Gallentine stated if anyone has questions, feel free to stop him at any time. 

Gallentine referenced another photo of the top starting to vee down with dirt visible, Runge asked where 
these are located, Gallentine stated they are pretty much all over and pretty evenly spread throughout the 
length of the tile. It was asked if these damaged areas were north or south of Buckeye, Gallentine stated 
they were all north of Buckeye and north of Buckeye is the only place we televised. It was asked how many 
total feet of main is there from the north edge of Buckeye to the creek, and how far from the north edge of 
Buckeye does the main go southward. Smuck stated the blowout was due west of his house. Gallentine 
will look at the report for details. It was discussed that the main tile in Buckeye is right on the east edge of 
the east alley and goes up west of the schoolhouse, right by the Main Street. Gallentine stated that looking 
at the old map, right from the road that runs east west right north of Buckeye, it runs through three different 
forty acre parcels, 3/4 of a mile, goes north of Buckeye, it extends through Buckeye, once you get south of 
Buckeye it extends down more for a couple more forty acre parcels so it extends about a half mile south of 
Buckeye. It was asked if we start to do this, this could lead to the southern end including the city of 
Buckeye, but we wouldn't know that until we start. Gallentine stated he does not know anything about the 
rest of the tile other than what we have exposed and televised, which is just this 1,600' north of Buckeye. 
Vierkandt stated if we did replacement here going north, there would likely be problems with the tile going 
south, if in fact, we decide to replace, he would like to know what the whole cost would be to replace the 
total length before we open up a can of worms. Gallentine stated that is understandable, and that is how we 
got to this point, once we televised and brought this to the Trustees, the Trustees said, let's stop and get 
the landowners together to discuss this, and see what people think and want to do.

McClellan asked if this would be a situation where if we decide to just fix some of it and we go in there and 
dig, we will have problems finding something good enough to connect on to. Gallentine stated that is what 
we ran into, we got about 50' and we put concrete collars on it and wrapped it up in fabric, and reported 
back. Gallentine stated if you just want to look at the 1/4 mile we televised, there are 26 areas that need 
spot repairs, some of them are close enough you could combine them into one repair, so you would be 
down to 11 spot repairs consisting of 500', which would be under the $50,000 hearing threshold. If you want 
to replace this whole 1/4 mile, you would be above and beyond the $50,000 threshold and would have to 
have an Engineer's Report and a hearing, or if you want to upsize it while you replace that report and 
hearing would be required. Smuck asked how the assessment is split on this, because this is 100% of 
Buckeye's storm and city sewer. Gallentine stated no it is not, the incorporated limits of Buckeye are split 
between three different drainage districts, all of Buckeye has to go through one district or another, you 
would be right that most of it goes through this one district, Gallentine does not know where their city sewer 
discharges. Smuck stated they do not have city sewers it is all septic tanks and leach fields. McClellan 
asked what happens if we start messing with the drainage tile and city sewer runs through it. Gallentine 
stated the last one of these that we ran into was a lateral over on the west side of town, and the DNR said 
you can hook them back up and at the time of transfer it would need to be addressed, sooner or later it 
forces them to do something. 

Gallentine stated so that is where we are at, we are all covered up now, those spots Gallentine referenced 
on the photos were some of the worst, when they are starting to vee down like that, maybe they will last 
another 5, 10 or 20 years, no one knows, that void on the side of the tile is concerning because that gives it 
a space where there is no side support. Smuck stated it looks like it has separated at the cracks and the 
water started to swirl in those side areas. Gallentine stated that is all he can think of also, as the erosion 
has to have started somewhere, or it has just worked its way upstream when it is overloaded. 

Runge shared his comments with Smuck and Vierkandt this morning, Runge is a fix as fail person on this, 
as once we start this you are not going to want to stop and it will go beyond the scope any of us want to 
see right now. Runge realizes it will take attention in the future, and we are in some uncertain financial 
times right now as a country, although the markets look good today, and this could all blow up in our face. 
Runge stated he realizes this but by the same token 90% of his corn goes across the bridge that says safe 
for one truck only, we are putting a lot of emphasis on getting tile lines fixed, but there was a time two 
years ago I could not even get from 220th St to Co Hwy D41 anywhere between S21 and S27, they have 
addressed that now, we have two open and are still one short, Runge will go on record as fix as fail. 
Gallentine stated that to clarify, when you say fix as fail, that when we get a sinkhole, we just go out there 
and fix it, is that correct. Runge stated yes, that is what he is thinking. Gallentine stated the good news is 
that the tile is flowing now. Smuck stated yes and no one's sewer is backing up. Vierkandt stated he is with 
Runge, because we don't know how long it will last, and as long as this is on Smuck's ground as long as he 
is compensated for that, if in fact there would happen to be another blowout, and the district would have to 
go through Smuck's field to repair, they could compensate his crop loss through a damage claim, and 
asked Runge if he agreed. Runge stated yes, he went out in June and looked at the repair in June, when 
they went down into the other place 2 years ago, he can show you his crop yields in that area, so fixing it 
as we go is not without it's ramifications also. Vierkandt asked Runge if he had any objections to possibly 
getting some estimates so we know what we are dealing with here in a worst case scenario. Runge did not 
have a problem with that, and did not think we need an engineering study, Runge would be against a full 
blown engineering study, we have educated people that could give us a pretty close reference to where this 
might be, and that may be subject to another meeting, but Runge is not totally in favor of doing another 
engineer study, until we get to that point. Smith stated if costs were to become available she could provide 
a breakdown of what that would look like for each of the landowners. Runge stated a ballpark figure would 
be helpful, and we should be able to come to some idea of what a project like this would cost. 

McClellan asked if Runge was talking about the cost of replacing the tile. Vierkandt stated we don't know 
how many repairs we would have in the next 20 years, so yes so we have an idea of what those 
replacement costs might be up front, Vierkandt asked if there was some sort of cost estimate Gallentine 
could do short of a full blown engineering study. Gallentine stated we could give them a preliminary idea of 
costs without going through a formal study, it would take 2 to 4 hours, if it was just a rural district it would 
be a little bit easier, but we will have to figure what it will cost to go through Buckeye. Vierkandt asked if 
Gallentine could do just the north edge of Buckeye going north for the cost estimate, Smuck stated that is 
where 90% of our blowouts occur. Vierkandt stated there has not been any in Buckeye. Smuck stated he 
knew there was an underground fiber optic line in Buckeye, and we had televised some in the past, and 
there would be issues with the tile line as it runs under the Cooperative in Buckeye and under the railroad 
tracks, and that would be very cost prohibitive. Hoffman asked what that might be called for pricing. 
Gallentine stated we could give you a one page Opinion of Costs.

 Vierkandt stated we would be further ahead if we did the work from the north edge of Buckeye going to the 

north, and asked is there any chance that because this is in town are there any monies or grants available 
to the town of Buckeye to bear some of those costs, if not all of the costs. Gallentine stated there are 
CDBG (Community Development Block Grant) funds available to towns now, but the key to those grants is 
they are tied to water quality, so what that would do is they will want is a wetland, or to slow the water 
down or to treat it, as far as putting in a tile, and draining it out, they will pay for that but only if there is a 
water quality aspect to the project. Hoffman stated if you want to put a CREP wetland at the end, it may be 
an option. Gallentine stated you may not even need to put a wetland at the end, you could do biofoils in 
town with ditches in native grasses and allow the water to pool up in it so it drains more slowly, tree 
trenches etc. Smuck stated the only time he know of a tile in town draining anything the CDBG worked on 
was the project in Iowa Falls out by Theisens, that drains ag ground and the city, and they paid 100% of 
that tile, the landowners got to drain their farms and the State paid for the crossing under Hwy 65. 
Gallentine stated that is state law, the State will have to pay for highway crossings. Smuck stated the 
landowners did not pay for any of it. Concern was expressed that any costly project would break the town of 
Buckeye, any major project would be costly. Smuck stated they have had plenty of years to stock up for 
this, and maybe they should know there is a project like this coming up. Gallentine stated he has heard 
both sides of the story, that the folks in town can't afford it and that the folks in town could have planned for 
it, he does not know what the answer is, the Trustees get to decide and they want the landowners input. 
Smuck stated that sooner or later something will have to be done, likely in Smuck's lifetime, he does not 
think it would last another 50 years, we have to think sooner or later this will be a project that has to get 
done, Smuck is not saying it has to get done now, we need to start exploring some avenues where there is 
some cost sharing and so there is some options to possibly make this happen with some government 
funding so nobody is out what they could be out currently. Smuck stated there are options out there and 
ways to make this work and does not think a complete repair right now is that option, everybody wants to 
talk about infrastructure for the next four years and ways to get everybody working, maybe this is a way we 
can get some government money and we need to keep a good ear open for those options. Gallentine stated 
he would love to hear about some of those options if anyone hears about them, we had a different district 
and nobody was for it and nobody wanted it, but one landowner stepped up and they ended up putting up a 
CREP wetland, and that saved us putting in a 1/4 to 1/2 mile of tile and in that wetland project the 
government paid to replace the tile downstream of it, and the district cost on that was really minimum on it. 
Smuck stated we have already put in one wetland on this a 1/4 mile away on pasture that Smuck has, and 
something like that may be applicable at the end of this tile. Gallentine stated he thinks it is DD 21 that is 
to the south and east of this one, Smuck stated maybe one wetland can serve both tiles. Gallentine stated 
there is a couple of tile that run parallel to that outlet portion and could possibly grab both of those and save 
both districts some money. Smuck stated right across the stone fence, his cousin Rastetter has some 
CRP, not official wetlands but some CRP, and maybe a practice like that could be considered in this case. 

Gallentine asked if there was any other questions for him, none were presented. Hoffman stated that Calvin 
Hiland brought up to him when he was over to Radcliffe, that some of these projects that end up going into 
municipalities, there is a ten year finance option put into place for this, its not like you have to do it right 
then and there. Hoffman wants to be conscious of everyone's life and livelihood, and when some people see 
that big bill, it is very intimidating but there are means of financing it through the Drainage Clerk, so if 
someone gives you a hard time, please know we are here to work with you, that is why we have these 
meetings. Hoffman wishes there were more people here today, but there are means of relief if something 
like that comes up, and people may not understand we are here to work with you and we don't want to 
bankrupt anybody. Hoffman stated it is much like the project in Radcliffe, some of our homeowners stated 
they will have to put $20 a month away and if that project comes to fruition, they will have it, but they had 
no idea because a lot of the landowners just don't engage on something like this. Hoffman lives in a 
drainage district and did not know until he got his first assessment 3 years ago, and had never received an 
assessment before, Hoffman may have 1/4 of an acre in the district, so now Hoffman and his brother who 
manage the family farm put a little bit away for that assessment knowing it is just a matter of time before 
we will be assessed again. 

McClellan asked if the Drainage Clerk could provide information on the drainage assessment process. 
Smith stated once an assessment goes out, from the date the assessment goes out there is a 30 day 
window in which you can sign up for a drainage waiver, and what the drainage waiver does is it takes the 
cost of the assessment and we can spread that amount out over 10 years of payments, it splits the amount 
equally into those payments over the 10 year period of time. There is a 5% interest fee charged on the 
assessment payments, some people might find they can find a better interest rate through their bank, but 
we can certainly do a waiver to spread that assessment payment out over time, we can do that for any 
landowner receiving an assessment over $500, there is a $500 minimum for the waiver. Smith stated if your 
assessment is over $500 we can sign you up for a waiver payment plan. Hoffman stated for some people 
that may have moved to Buckeye or Radcliffe and don't have good credit, this is still an option. Smuck 
asked if credit was requirement, Hoffman stated no, and this is an option. Vierkandt asked who all got the 
letter for this meeting. Smith stated the letter went out to all landowners in the district, Smith stated there is 
a total of 134 parcels and in the district and once Smith removes all of the duplicate landowners, she mailed 
out about 62 letters notifying of the meeting, Smith states everyone in the district that is a landowner should 
have gotten one, whether they chose to attend today or not for personal reasons or Covid, Smith can't be 
sure, we tried to give everyone the option to zoom into the meeting like Runge is doing, so that everyone 
that wanted to attend today's meeting had that option to attend. Vierkandt asked if we would get a 
breakdown of what each individual landowners costs might be if we could get an opinion of costs from the 
engineer. Smith stated she could provide the landowners a list of potential costs broken down by parcel, 
once that estimate is received from the engineer, and could mail that out to all landowners. Hoffman asked 
if this process would be ok with everyone here included, we would ask CGA to form an Opinion of Costs for 
the tile on the north side of Buckeye, once we get that we will have the Clerk plug it into the assessment 
schedule and get it out to the landowners, Hoffman asked does that sound reasonable. Vierkandt stated 
yes, and asked this would be just for informational purposes. Smith stated yes that was correct. Smuck 
stated it would be helpful to have that information and we don't have to make this decision today, if we can 
kind of continue to do this as a fix as fail for now, and then in the next 20 to 30 years we need to know what 
we are looking at as to what this could cost and if we need to apply for grants, we need to know what kind 
of grants to apply for and how much we might need. 

Hoffman stated amongst yourselves, you might appoint a self designated liaison and we can get you in 
touch with Mike Bourland who is the engineer that did the CREP project out at Stoley's and at the Perry's, 
it may be better to get ahold of him sooner than later to find out what options are available and he can get a 
hold of one of you and say hey this might be a good time to initiate this program with this option, it might all 
come together at the right time. Vierkandt stated he is willing to be one of those guys, and the Smucks as 
well. Hoffman stated he wanted as many landowners to be involved as possible as it is their money and not 
Hoffman's, but State Code says the Trustees shall maintain the facility, which means it shall function, 
Hoffman does not want to order a steak well done if you do not want a steak well done, that is just a 
common courtesy. Vierkandt thinks the majority want to fix it for right now, and continue to fix it as we have 
problems, this is something that rather than all of a sudden there is a quarter million dollar project paid for 
by a few, if it comes upon you all at once, if you know it is coming then you can brace yourselves for the 
next few years. Vierkandt stated we have had some of the wettest years on record with more rainfall, and 
there are more drainage issues because of it, as we know that can cause drainage issues as the ground 
gets saturated and that tile gets full, it makes the sides softer because of that, we may be in a dry cycle 
the next 5 to 10 years, we may not have another blowout for 5 to 10 years. Gallentine stated this is not a 
tile he remembers being out on doing repairs on every few years, it has been a while, you look at that video 
and think it isn't going to last a long time but we have not had a huge amount of blowouts over the last 5 or 
10 years, maybe a couple. Vierkandt stated there has been 4 or 5, Smuck agreed. Gallentine stated there 
are districts you are there spring and fall like clockwork. Vierkandt stated not this district, the drier we get 
the better off the tile is. 

Hoffman stated one of the things we have implemented on the landowners behalf is if someone calls in after 
the meeting today and says we have a problem, do we have to wait until next week for our meeting next 
week to deal with it, we have given some authority to our Drainage Clerk, to initiate that investigation 
process on our behalf, limited by a dollar amount, but at least if we have a crew already working in Alden, 
why not have them stop by and get going on this, so we have at least helped the process part of the 
situation, not only in this district but in all the districts, so we can maintain some continuity there. 
Vierkandt stated if we were to do Buckeye north to the creek, how much would that cost, not an official 
quote, just a guess, not to hold you to anything. Gallentine stated to just make a guess, possibly $300,000 
to $400,000, part of which would be assessed to Secondary Roads as part of the road crossing. Vierkandt 
stated that was what he was afraid of. Smith stated looking back in the assessment bible, it was last 
assessed in 2017, prior to that 2014, and the next previous repair was in 1991, so at least we are lucky in 
the sense that this district has not had a lot of recent repairs that have been very costly. Gallentine stated 
in the 2017 repair, we worked on every lateral. 

Comments/Discussion

Hoffman asked if the previous discussion covered both items 4 and 5 on the agenda. Smith stated yes, she 
would just need a motion if the Trustees would like to formally request an Opinion of Costs from CGA.  

Possible Action

Motion by McClellan for Clapsaddle-Garber Associates (CGA) to provide and Opinion of Costs to replace 
the tile running north from the north edge of Buckeye. Second by Hoffman. 

Hoffman asked for any additional discussion on the motion. McClellan stated this would just be replacing 
the tile from the north edge of the town of Buckeye running north. Hoffman stated Gallentine will report that 
cost estimate back to us and then we will get it out to the landowners in the district and those in 
attendance today. Hoffman asked if that was fine for now, Smuck stated yes and we will just fix as fail for 
now. Hoffman stated yes, he will not box CGA into a time frame, but as soon as we get those numbers 
from CGA, we will get those numbers plugged into an assessment schedule and got those numbers out to 
you. Smuck stated Carolus was at the top of that district, paying about 40% of the cost of that repair, and 
asked but if it is a certain size project does it get reallocated by percentage. Hoffman stated no, you would 
have to reclassify the district or split it into a north and south district, Gallentine stated if we increase the 
tile size or capacity, then you automatically reclassify the district, if you replace what is already there with 
the same size tile reclassification is not required, the Trustees would have to authorize reclassification if 
they feel something isn't equitable. Hoffman stated if a landowner comes forward and says we would like to 
see this be more equitable, it has been 100 years since this classification has been done, and things have 
changed, if you ask us for a reclassification, there is about a 99% chance that we would do that on your 
behalf. Hoffman stated if you make improvements and upgrade the coefficient then we automatically 
reclassify the district, but if you put in the same then you would have to request it and Gallentine would 
engage the reclassification commission to do that. Smuck stated if we put in the same size tile, and then 
down the road we do a project, how is that set into motion. 

Hoffman called for the vote. All ayes. Motion carried. 

Other Business

Hoffman stated he would recommend reclassification sooner than later. Smuck stated it seems high that 
800 acres in the district and someone with 40 acres would be paying a huge amount. Hoffman stated that 
100% will be divided so someone will pay more than someone else, and we have had some new 
classifications that have happened, that people are like I paid 30% before, and now I am paying 33%, well if 
Joe Smith went down 8% that 8% has to be accounted for somewhere. Smuck asked if it were divided on a 
per acre basis based on where you land sits. Gallentine stated it is based off of soil types, we take into 
account the slope of your ground, how close you are to the facility, whoever is closer pays more as they 
don't have to have as much private tile to maintain drainage, and acres also play into it, there have been 
times where we have had the farther up the district facility you are you pay more, but that has not always 
been the case, it is the commissioner's discretion on that. Gallentine stated the Commission is comprised 
of an Engineer and two disinterested landowners from the County who don't own land in the district and 
don't rent ground in the district. Hoffman asked if that made sense, four years ago this was all new to me, 
and this is a teaching moment, when we get a handful of people in here, it is only fair we educate rather 
than surprise people. Gallentine stated 100 years ago, everyone would have known this as they were doing 
the classifications every other week, but now unless you have a major project the reclassification don't get 
done often. 

Vierkandt asked if in fact this project goes forward what would Gallentine recommend, a parallel tile install 
or a complete replacement. Gallentine stated he would recommend a complete replacement. Vierkandt 
asked if that is because we will have problems with the old tile collapsing later down the line. Gallentine 
stated yes, 50 years ago when the tile was only 50 years old parallel tiling made some sense, but now the 
tile is 100 years old and we are past the useful life of the tile, so it is like buying a new Corvette and putting 
Model t tires on it, you are stuck with the maintenance on the old tile and the payment on the new tile, 
because you change size from 15" to a 24" is only going to cost you a couple more dollars a foot and may 
save you on doing rock bedding, Gallentine would recommend replacing it and not worrying about the old 
tile. Vierkandt wished they wouldn't put back the same size but would put in a larger tile. Gallentine stated 
that most of the old tile was put in with a coefficient of 1/8" a day or maybe 1/4" a day, it was mainly 
designed to drain a few potholes here and there, they didn't envision pattern tiling, as long as you put it in it 
is a good consideration to upsize, this is currently a 21" tile now, Smuck stated it may be the outside 
diameter of the tile at 21". Gallentine stated you can;t get plastic tile at 21" in size. McClellan asked if 
Gallentine's estimate would include upsizing, Gallentine stated no it would just be replacement. Smuck 
stated we know our estimate to replace and could figure a couple bucks more per foot to upsize. Gallentine 
stated upsizing will cost more, but it won't be any cheaper in five years, contracting costs just don't go up 
and down the way farm pricing surges up and down. 

Hoffman asked if there were any other questions. Smith stated if any of the landowners present in this 
meeting also have land in DD 14 they can stick around for the DD  14 Landowner Meeting to immediately 

follow this one. Runge stated he did not get notice for this meeting. Smith stated he should have received 
notice on this meeting Runge is welcome to stay and we can move right into the DD 14 Meeting. 

Adjourn Meeting

Motion by McClellan to adjourn. Second by Hoffman. All ayes. Motion carried.  
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DD 11  LANDOWNERS MEETING

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 2020 11:30 AM
This meeting was held electronically and in-person due to Covid-19 concerns. 

11/18/2020 - Minutes

Open Meeting

Hardin County Drainage Trustee BJ Hoffman opened the meeting. Also present were Trustee Renee 
McClellan; Landowners Jim Smuck, Robert Smuck, Merv Vierkandt, Jack Runge; Lee Gallentine of 
Clapsaddle-Garber Associates (CGA); Angela Silvey, Board Secretary; Michael Pearce, Network 
Specialist; and Denise Smith, Drainage Clerk.  

Approve Agenda

Motion by McClellan to approve the agenda. Second by Hoffman. All ayes. Motion carried.  

Introductions/Attendance

Introductions were made and attendance verified.  

DD 11 WO 294 - Discuss W Possible Action - Explanation Of Investigation Summary 

Gallentine stated that in this small district, earlier this year we had a report of a sinkhole, we found the main 
tile of DD 11 is not in that great of shape, like all of our districts it has been in there over a hundred years. 
Gallentine stated it was interesting that not only is the tile starting to collapse with the veeing in, it seems 
like there is a void beside the tile on either side, so when it is cracked on the top and on the bottom it 
makes it really tough to find something to connect to, because once you get near that, that side crack 
wants to push into that void on one side or the other. Gallentine stated we did end up televising about 1,600' 
roughly, we went upstream and downstream both, got some snapshots and tabulated what we found, we 
found 13 spots in each direction that are either partially collapsed or imminently going to collapse soon, and 
so we have some pictures, and we can talk about that, Gallentine referenced photos from the Investigation 
Summary, the first photo is a closeup that showed the void so you can see the smooth dirt where the old 
tile was, and right above the waterline you can see that void beside the tile, that is not typical of what you 
see, in most of these districts the tiles have been in there so long you don't see any voids beside them so 
that must be due to some kind of erosion going on through the years, that is kind of the unusual part. The 
next photos show the condition that the first joint of the tile starting to vee down a little bit, we know they 
are all cracked, we didn't count cracks, but once that top starts veeing down we know they are going to 
collapse, there is one that has gotten a bit farther along and you can start to see the dirt, next photo shows 
the top starting to vee down right away and you go on to the next section of tile and you can see more of 
that on the right side, the next photo is a little bit uglier and shows both the top and sides are cracked. 
Gallentine stated if anyone has questions, feel free to stop him at any time. 

Gallentine referenced another photo of the top starting to vee down with dirt visible, Runge asked where 
these are located, Gallentine stated they are pretty much all over and pretty evenly spread throughout the 
length of the tile. It was asked if these damaged areas were north or south of Buckeye, Gallentine stated 
they were all north of Buckeye and north of Buckeye is the only place we televised. It was asked how many 
total feet of main is there from the north edge of Buckeye to the creek, and how far from the north edge of 
Buckeye does the main go southward. Smuck stated the blowout was due west of his house. Gallentine 
will look at the report for details. It was discussed that the main tile in Buckeye is right on the east edge of 
the east alley and goes up west of the schoolhouse, right by the Main Street. Gallentine stated that looking 
at the old map, right from the road that runs east west right north of Buckeye, it runs through three different 
forty acre parcels, 3/4 of a mile, goes north of Buckeye, it extends through Buckeye, once you get south of 
Buckeye it extends down more for a couple more forty acre parcels so it extends about a half mile south of 
Buckeye. It was asked if we start to do this, this could lead to the southern end including the city of 
Buckeye, but we wouldn't know that until we start. Gallentine stated he does not know anything about the 
rest of the tile other than what we have exposed and televised, which is just this 1,600' north of Buckeye. 
Vierkandt stated if we did replacement here going north, there would likely be problems with the tile going 
south, if in fact, we decide to replace, he would like to know what the whole cost would be to replace the 
total length before we open up a can of worms. Gallentine stated that is understandable, and that is how we 
got to this point, once we televised and brought this to the Trustees, the Trustees said, let's stop and get 
the landowners together to discuss this, and see what people think and want to do.

McClellan asked if this would be a situation where if we decide to just fix some of it and we go in there and 
dig, we will have problems finding something good enough to connect on to. Gallentine stated that is what 
we ran into, we got about 50' and we put concrete collars on it and wrapped it up in fabric, and reported 
back. Gallentine stated if you just want to look at the 1/4 mile we televised, there are 26 areas that need 
spot repairs, some of them are close enough you could combine them into one repair, so you would be 
down to 11 spot repairs consisting of 500', which would be under the $50,000 hearing threshold. If you want 
to replace this whole 1/4 mile, you would be above and beyond the $50,000 threshold and would have to 
have an Engineer's Report and a hearing, or if you want to upsize it while you replace that report and 
hearing would be required. Smuck asked how the assessment is split on this, because this is 100% of 
Buckeye's storm and city sewer. Gallentine stated no it is not, the incorporated limits of Buckeye are split 
between three different drainage districts, all of Buckeye has to go through one district or another, you 
would be right that most of it goes through this one district, Gallentine does not know where their city sewer 
discharges. Smuck stated they do not have city sewers it is all septic tanks and leach fields. McClellan 
asked what happens if we start messing with the drainage tile and city sewer runs through it. Gallentine 
stated the last one of these that we ran into was a lateral over on the west side of town, and the DNR said 
you can hook them back up and at the time of transfer it would need to be addressed, sooner or later it 
forces them to do something. 

Gallentine stated so that is where we are at, we are all covered up now, those spots Gallentine referenced 
on the photos were some of the worst, when they are starting to vee down like that, maybe they will last 
another 5, 10 or 20 years, no one knows, that void on the side of the tile is concerning because that gives it 
a space where there is no side support. Smuck stated it looks like it has separated at the cracks and the 
water started to swirl in those side areas. Gallentine stated that is all he can think of also, as the erosion 
has to have started somewhere, or it has just worked its way upstream when it is overloaded. 

Runge shared his comments with Smuck and Vierkandt this morning, Runge is a fix as fail person on this, 
as once we start this you are not going to want to stop and it will go beyond the scope any of us want to 
see right now. Runge realizes it will take attention in the future, and we are in some uncertain financial 
times right now as a country, although the markets look good today, and this could all blow up in our face. 
Runge stated he realizes this but by the same token 90% of his corn goes across the bridge that says safe 
for one truck only, we are putting a lot of emphasis on getting tile lines fixed, but there was a time two 
years ago I could not even get from 220th St to Co Hwy D41 anywhere between S21 and S27, they have 
addressed that now, we have two open and are still one short, Runge will go on record as fix as fail. 
Gallentine stated that to clarify, when you say fix as fail, that when we get a sinkhole, we just go out there 
and fix it, is that correct. Runge stated yes, that is what he is thinking. Gallentine stated the good news is 
that the tile is flowing now. Smuck stated yes and no one's sewer is backing up. Vierkandt stated he is with 
Runge, because we don't know how long it will last, and as long as this is on Smuck's ground as long as he 
is compensated for that, if in fact there would happen to be another blowout, and the district would have to 
go through Smuck's field to repair, they could compensate his crop loss through a damage claim, and 
asked Runge if he agreed. Runge stated yes, he went out in June and looked at the repair in June, when 
they went down into the other place 2 years ago, he can show you his crop yields in that area, so fixing it 
as we go is not without it's ramifications also. Vierkandt asked Runge if he had any objections to possibly 
getting some estimates so we know what we are dealing with here in a worst case scenario. Runge did not 
have a problem with that, and did not think we need an engineering study, Runge would be against a full 
blown engineering study, we have educated people that could give us a pretty close reference to where this 
might be, and that may be subject to another meeting, but Runge is not totally in favor of doing another 
engineer study, until we get to that point. Smith stated if costs were to become available she could provide 
a breakdown of what that would look like for each of the landowners. Runge stated a ballpark figure would 
be helpful, and we should be able to come to some idea of what a project like this would cost. 

McClellan asked if Runge was talking about the cost of replacing the tile. Vierkandt stated we don't know 
how many repairs we would have in the next 20 years, so yes so we have an idea of what those 
replacement costs might be up front, Vierkandt asked if there was some sort of cost estimate Gallentine 
could do short of a full blown engineering study. Gallentine stated we could give them a preliminary idea of 
costs without going through a formal study, it would take 2 to 4 hours, if it was just a rural district it would 
be a little bit easier, but we will have to figure what it will cost to go through Buckeye. Vierkandt asked if 
Gallentine could do just the north edge of Buckeye going north for the cost estimate, Smuck stated that is 
where 90% of our blowouts occur. Vierkandt stated there has not been any in Buckeye. Smuck stated he 
knew there was an underground fiber optic line in Buckeye, and we had televised some in the past, and 
there would be issues with the tile line as it runs under the Cooperative in Buckeye and under the railroad 
tracks, and that would be very cost prohibitive. Hoffman asked what that might be called for pricing. 
Gallentine stated we could give you a one page Opinion of Costs.

 Vierkandt stated we would be further ahead if we did the work from the north edge of Buckeye going to the 

north, and asked is there any chance that because this is in town are there any monies or grants available 
to the town of Buckeye to bear some of those costs, if not all of the costs. Gallentine stated there are 
CDBG (Community Development Block Grant) funds available to towns now, but the key to those grants is 
they are tied to water quality, so what that would do is they will want is a wetland, or to slow the water 
down or to treat it, as far as putting in a tile, and draining it out, they will pay for that but only if there is a 
water quality aspect to the project. Hoffman stated if you want to put a CREP wetland at the end, it may be 
an option. Gallentine stated you may not even need to put a wetland at the end, you could do biofoils in 
town with ditches in native grasses and allow the water to pool up in it so it drains more slowly, tree 
trenches etc. Smuck stated the only time he know of a tile in town draining anything the CDBG worked on 
was the project in Iowa Falls out by Theisens, that drains ag ground and the city, and they paid 100% of 
that tile, the landowners got to drain their farms and the State paid for the crossing under Hwy 65. 
Gallentine stated that is state law, the State will have to pay for highway crossings. Smuck stated the 
landowners did not pay for any of it. Concern was expressed that any costly project would break the town of 
Buckeye, any major project would be costly. Smuck stated they have had plenty of years to stock up for 
this, and maybe they should know there is a project like this coming up. Gallentine stated he has heard 
both sides of the story, that the folks in town can't afford it and that the folks in town could have planned for 
it, he does not know what the answer is, the Trustees get to decide and they want the landowners input. 
Smuck stated that sooner or later something will have to be done, likely in Smuck's lifetime, he does not 
think it would last another 50 years, we have to think sooner or later this will be a project that has to get 
done, Smuck is not saying it has to get done now, we need to start exploring some avenues where there is 
some cost sharing and so there is some options to possibly make this happen with some government 
funding so nobody is out what they could be out currently. Smuck stated there are options out there and 
ways to make this work and does not think a complete repair right now is that option, everybody wants to 
talk about infrastructure for the next four years and ways to get everybody working, maybe this is a way we 
can get some government money and we need to keep a good ear open for those options. Gallentine stated 
he would love to hear about some of those options if anyone hears about them, we had a different district 
and nobody was for it and nobody wanted it, but one landowner stepped up and they ended up putting up a 
CREP wetland, and that saved us putting in a 1/4 to 1/2 mile of tile and in that wetland project the 
government paid to replace the tile downstream of it, and the district cost on that was really minimum on it. 
Smuck stated we have already put in one wetland on this a 1/4 mile away on pasture that Smuck has, and 
something like that may be applicable at the end of this tile. Gallentine stated he thinks it is DD 21 that is 
to the south and east of this one, Smuck stated maybe one wetland can serve both tiles. Gallentine stated 
there is a couple of tile that run parallel to that outlet portion and could possibly grab both of those and save 
both districts some money. Smuck stated right across the stone fence, his cousin Rastetter has some 
CRP, not official wetlands but some CRP, and maybe a practice like that could be considered in this case. 

Gallentine asked if there was any other questions for him, none were presented. Hoffman stated that Calvin 
Hiland brought up to him when he was over to Radcliffe, that some of these projects that end up going into 
municipalities, there is a ten year finance option put into place for this, its not like you have to do it right 
then and there. Hoffman wants to be conscious of everyone's life and livelihood, and when some people see 
that big bill, it is very intimidating but there are means of financing it through the Drainage Clerk, so if 
someone gives you a hard time, please know we are here to work with you, that is why we have these 
meetings. Hoffman wishes there were more people here today, but there are means of relief if something 
like that comes up, and people may not understand we are here to work with you and we don't want to 
bankrupt anybody. Hoffman stated it is much like the project in Radcliffe, some of our homeowners stated 
they will have to put $20 a month away and if that project comes to fruition, they will have it, but they had 
no idea because a lot of the landowners just don't engage on something like this. Hoffman lives in a 
drainage district and did not know until he got his first assessment 3 years ago, and had never received an 
assessment before, Hoffman may have 1/4 of an acre in the district, so now Hoffman and his brother who 
manage the family farm put a little bit away for that assessment knowing it is just a matter of time before 
we will be assessed again. 

McClellan asked if the Drainage Clerk could provide information on the drainage assessment process. 
Smith stated once an assessment goes out, from the date the assessment goes out there is a 30 day 
window in which you can sign up for a drainage waiver, and what the drainage waiver does is it takes the 
cost of the assessment and we can spread that amount out over 10 years of payments, it splits the amount 
equally into those payments over the 10 year period of time. There is a 5% interest fee charged on the 
assessment payments, some people might find they can find a better interest rate through their bank, but 
we can certainly do a waiver to spread that assessment payment out over time, we can do that for any 
landowner receiving an assessment over $500, there is a $500 minimum for the waiver. Smith stated if your 
assessment is over $500 we can sign you up for a waiver payment plan. Hoffman stated for some people 
that may have moved to Buckeye or Radcliffe and don't have good credit, this is still an option. Smuck 
asked if credit was requirement, Hoffman stated no, and this is an option. Vierkandt asked who all got the 
letter for this meeting. Smith stated the letter went out to all landowners in the district, Smith stated there is 
a total of 134 parcels and in the district and once Smith removes all of the duplicate landowners, she mailed 
out about 62 letters notifying of the meeting, Smith states everyone in the district that is a landowner should 
have gotten one, whether they chose to attend today or not for personal reasons or Covid, Smith can't be 
sure, we tried to give everyone the option to zoom into the meeting like Runge is doing, so that everyone 
that wanted to attend today's meeting had that option to attend. Vierkandt asked if we would get a 
breakdown of what each individual landowners costs might be if we could get an opinion of costs from the 
engineer. Smith stated she could provide the landowners a list of potential costs broken down by parcel, 
once that estimate is received from the engineer, and could mail that out to all landowners. Hoffman asked 
if this process would be ok with everyone here included, we would ask CGA to form an Opinion of Costs for 
the tile on the north side of Buckeye, once we get that we will have the Clerk plug it into the assessment 
schedule and get it out to the landowners, Hoffman asked does that sound reasonable. Vierkandt stated 
yes, and asked this would be just for informational purposes. Smith stated yes that was correct. Smuck 
stated it would be helpful to have that information and we don't have to make this decision today, if we can 
kind of continue to do this as a fix as fail for now, and then in the next 20 to 30 years we need to know what 
we are looking at as to what this could cost and if we need to apply for grants, we need to know what kind 
of grants to apply for and how much we might need. 

Hoffman stated amongst yourselves, you might appoint a self designated liaison and we can get you in 
touch with Mike Bourland who is the engineer that did the CREP project out at Stoley's and at the Perry's, 
it may be better to get ahold of him sooner than later to find out what options are available and he can get a 
hold of one of you and say hey this might be a good time to initiate this program with this option, it might all 
come together at the right time. Vierkandt stated he is willing to be one of those guys, and the Smucks as 
well. Hoffman stated he wanted as many landowners to be involved as possible as it is their money and not 
Hoffman's, but State Code says the Trustees shall maintain the facility, which means it shall function, 
Hoffman does not want to order a steak well done if you do not want a steak well done, that is just a 
common courtesy. Vierkandt thinks the majority want to fix it for right now, and continue to fix it as we have 
problems, this is something that rather than all of a sudden there is a quarter million dollar project paid for 
by a few, if it comes upon you all at once, if you know it is coming then you can brace yourselves for the 
next few years. Vierkandt stated we have had some of the wettest years on record with more rainfall, and 
there are more drainage issues because of it, as we know that can cause drainage issues as the ground 
gets saturated and that tile gets full, it makes the sides softer because of that, we may be in a dry cycle 
the next 5 to 10 years, we may not have another blowout for 5 to 10 years. Gallentine stated this is not a 
tile he remembers being out on doing repairs on every few years, it has been a while, you look at that video 
and think it isn't going to last a long time but we have not had a huge amount of blowouts over the last 5 or 
10 years, maybe a couple. Vierkandt stated there has been 4 or 5, Smuck agreed. Gallentine stated there 
are districts you are there spring and fall like clockwork. Vierkandt stated not this district, the drier we get 
the better off the tile is. 

Hoffman stated one of the things we have implemented on the landowners behalf is if someone calls in after 
the meeting today and says we have a problem, do we have to wait until next week for our meeting next 
week to deal with it, we have given some authority to our Drainage Clerk, to initiate that investigation 
process on our behalf, limited by a dollar amount, but at least if we have a crew already working in Alden, 
why not have them stop by and get going on this, so we have at least helped the process part of the 
situation, not only in this district but in all the districts, so we can maintain some continuity there. 
Vierkandt stated if we were to do Buckeye north to the creek, how much would that cost, not an official 
quote, just a guess, not to hold you to anything. Gallentine stated to just make a guess, possibly $300,000 
to $400,000, part of which would be assessed to Secondary Roads as part of the road crossing. Vierkandt 
stated that was what he was afraid of. Smith stated looking back in the assessment bible, it was last 
assessed in 2017, prior to that 2014, and the next previous repair was in 1991, so at least we are lucky in 
the sense that this district has not had a lot of recent repairs that have been very costly. Gallentine stated 
in the 2017 repair, we worked on every lateral. 

Comments/Discussion

Hoffman asked if the previous discussion covered both items 4 and 5 on the agenda. Smith stated yes, she 
would just need a motion if the Trustees would like to formally request an Opinion of Costs from CGA.  

Possible Action

Motion by McClellan for Clapsaddle-Garber Associates (CGA) to provide and Opinion of Costs to replace 
the tile running north from the north edge of Buckeye. Second by Hoffman. 

Hoffman asked for any additional discussion on the motion. McClellan stated this would just be replacing 
the tile from the north edge of the town of Buckeye running north. Hoffman stated Gallentine will report that 
cost estimate back to us and then we will get it out to the landowners in the district and those in 
attendance today. Hoffman asked if that was fine for now, Smuck stated yes and we will just fix as fail for 
now. Hoffman stated yes, he will not box CGA into a time frame, but as soon as we get those numbers 
from CGA, we will get those numbers plugged into an assessment schedule and got those numbers out to 
you. Smuck stated Carolus was at the top of that district, paying about 40% of the cost of that repair, and 
asked but if it is a certain size project does it get reallocated by percentage. Hoffman stated no, you would 
have to reclassify the district or split it into a north and south district, Gallentine stated if we increase the 
tile size or capacity, then you automatically reclassify the district, if you replace what is already there with 
the same size tile reclassification is not required, the Trustees would have to authorize reclassification if 
they feel something isn't equitable. Hoffman stated if a landowner comes forward and says we would like to 
see this be more equitable, it has been 100 years since this classification has been done, and things have 
changed, if you ask us for a reclassification, there is about a 99% chance that we would do that on your 
behalf. Hoffman stated if you make improvements and upgrade the coefficient then we automatically 
reclassify the district, but if you put in the same then you would have to request it and Gallentine would 
engage the reclassification commission to do that. Smuck stated if we put in the same size tile, and then 
down the road we do a project, how is that set into motion. 

Hoffman called for the vote. All ayes. Motion carried. 

Other Business

Hoffman stated he would recommend reclassification sooner than later. Smuck stated it seems high that 
800 acres in the district and someone with 40 acres would be paying a huge amount. Hoffman stated that 
100% will be divided so someone will pay more than someone else, and we have had some new 
classifications that have happened, that people are like I paid 30% before, and now I am paying 33%, well if 
Joe Smith went down 8% that 8% has to be accounted for somewhere. Smuck asked if it were divided on a 
per acre basis based on where you land sits. Gallentine stated it is based off of soil types, we take into 
account the slope of your ground, how close you are to the facility, whoever is closer pays more as they 
don't have to have as much private tile to maintain drainage, and acres also play into it, there have been 
times where we have had the farther up the district facility you are you pay more, but that has not always 
been the case, it is the commissioner's discretion on that. Gallentine stated the Commission is comprised 
of an Engineer and two disinterested landowners from the County who don't own land in the district and 
don't rent ground in the district. Hoffman asked if that made sense, four years ago this was all new to me, 
and this is a teaching moment, when we get a handful of people in here, it is only fair we educate rather 
than surprise people. Gallentine stated 100 years ago, everyone would have known this as they were doing 
the classifications every other week, but now unless you have a major project the reclassification don't get 
done often. 

Vierkandt asked if in fact this project goes forward what would Gallentine recommend, a parallel tile install 
or a complete replacement. Gallentine stated he would recommend a complete replacement. Vierkandt 
asked if that is because we will have problems with the old tile collapsing later down the line. Gallentine 
stated yes, 50 years ago when the tile was only 50 years old parallel tiling made some sense, but now the 
tile is 100 years old and we are past the useful life of the tile, so it is like buying a new Corvette and putting 
Model t tires on it, you are stuck with the maintenance on the old tile and the payment on the new tile, 
because you change size from 15" to a 24" is only going to cost you a couple more dollars a foot and may 
save you on doing rock bedding, Gallentine would recommend replacing it and not worrying about the old 
tile. Vierkandt wished they wouldn't put back the same size but would put in a larger tile. Gallentine stated 
that most of the old tile was put in with a coefficient of 1/8" a day or maybe 1/4" a day, it was mainly 
designed to drain a few potholes here and there, they didn't envision pattern tiling, as long as you put it in it 
is a good consideration to upsize, this is currently a 21" tile now, Smuck stated it may be the outside 
diameter of the tile at 21". Gallentine stated you can;t get plastic tile at 21" in size. McClellan asked if 
Gallentine's estimate would include upsizing, Gallentine stated no it would just be replacement. Smuck 
stated we know our estimate to replace and could figure a couple bucks more per foot to upsize. Gallentine 
stated upsizing will cost more, but it won't be any cheaper in five years, contracting costs just don't go up 
and down the way farm pricing surges up and down. 

Hoffman asked if there were any other questions. Smith stated if any of the landowners present in this 
meeting also have land in DD 14 they can stick around for the DD  14 Landowner Meeting to immediately 

follow this one. Runge stated he did not get notice for this meeting. Smith stated he should have received 
notice on this meeting Runge is welcome to stay and we can move right into the DD 14 Meeting. 

Adjourn Meeting

Motion by McClellan to adjourn. Second by Hoffman. All ayes. Motion carried.  
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DD 11  LANDOWNERS MEETING

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 2020 11:30 AM
This meeting was held electronically and in-person due to Covid-19 concerns. 

11/18/2020 - Minutes

Open Meeting

Hardin County Drainage Trustee BJ Hoffman opened the meeting. Also present were Trustee Renee 
McClellan; Landowners Jim Smuck, Robert Smuck, Merv Vierkandt, Jack Runge; Lee Gallentine of 
Clapsaddle-Garber Associates (CGA); Angela Silvey, Board Secretary; Michael Pearce, Network 
Specialist; and Denise Smith, Drainage Clerk.  

Approve Agenda

Motion by McClellan to approve the agenda. Second by Hoffman. All ayes. Motion carried.  

Introductions/Attendance

Introductions were made and attendance verified.  

DD 11 WO 294 - Discuss W Possible Action - Explanation Of Investigation Summary 

Gallentine stated that in this small district, earlier this year we had a report of a sinkhole, we found the main 
tile of DD 11 is not in that great of shape, like all of our districts it has been in there over a hundred years. 
Gallentine stated it was interesting that not only is the tile starting to collapse with the veeing in, it seems 
like there is a void beside the tile on either side, so when it is cracked on the top and on the bottom it 
makes it really tough to find something to connect to, because once you get near that, that side crack 
wants to push into that void on one side or the other. Gallentine stated we did end up televising about 1,600' 
roughly, we went upstream and downstream both, got some snapshots and tabulated what we found, we 
found 13 spots in each direction that are either partially collapsed or imminently going to collapse soon, and 
so we have some pictures, and we can talk about that, Gallentine referenced photos from the Investigation 
Summary, the first photo is a closeup that showed the void so you can see the smooth dirt where the old 
tile was, and right above the waterline you can see that void beside the tile, that is not typical of what you 
see, in most of these districts the tiles have been in there so long you don't see any voids beside them so 
that must be due to some kind of erosion going on through the years, that is kind of the unusual part. The 
next photos show the condition that the first joint of the tile starting to vee down a little bit, we know they 
are all cracked, we didn't count cracks, but once that top starts veeing down we know they are going to 
collapse, there is one that has gotten a bit farther along and you can start to see the dirt, next photo shows 
the top starting to vee down right away and you go on to the next section of tile and you can see more of 
that on the right side, the next photo is a little bit uglier and shows both the top and sides are cracked. 
Gallentine stated if anyone has questions, feel free to stop him at any time. 

Gallentine referenced another photo of the top starting to vee down with dirt visible, Runge asked where 
these are located, Gallentine stated they are pretty much all over and pretty evenly spread throughout the 
length of the tile. It was asked if these damaged areas were north or south of Buckeye, Gallentine stated 
they were all north of Buckeye and north of Buckeye is the only place we televised. It was asked how many 
total feet of main is there from the north edge of Buckeye to the creek, and how far from the north edge of 
Buckeye does the main go southward. Smuck stated the blowout was due west of his house. Gallentine 
will look at the report for details. It was discussed that the main tile in Buckeye is right on the east edge of 
the east alley and goes up west of the schoolhouse, right by the Main Street. Gallentine stated that looking 
at the old map, right from the road that runs east west right north of Buckeye, it runs through three different 
forty acre parcels, 3/4 of a mile, goes north of Buckeye, it extends through Buckeye, once you get south of 
Buckeye it extends down more for a couple more forty acre parcels so it extends about a half mile south of 
Buckeye. It was asked if we start to do this, this could lead to the southern end including the city of 
Buckeye, but we wouldn't know that until we start. Gallentine stated he does not know anything about the 
rest of the tile other than what we have exposed and televised, which is just this 1,600' north of Buckeye. 
Vierkandt stated if we did replacement here going north, there would likely be problems with the tile going 
south, if in fact, we decide to replace, he would like to know what the whole cost would be to replace the 
total length before we open up a can of worms. Gallentine stated that is understandable, and that is how we 
got to this point, once we televised and brought this to the Trustees, the Trustees said, let's stop and get 
the landowners together to discuss this, and see what people think and want to do.

McClellan asked if this would be a situation where if we decide to just fix some of it and we go in there and 
dig, we will have problems finding something good enough to connect on to. Gallentine stated that is what 
we ran into, we got about 50' and we put concrete collars on it and wrapped it up in fabric, and reported 
back. Gallentine stated if you just want to look at the 1/4 mile we televised, there are 26 areas that need 
spot repairs, some of them are close enough you could combine them into one repair, so you would be 
down to 11 spot repairs consisting of 500', which would be under the $50,000 hearing threshold. If you want 
to replace this whole 1/4 mile, you would be above and beyond the $50,000 threshold and would have to 
have an Engineer's Report and a hearing, or if you want to upsize it while you replace that report and 
hearing would be required. Smuck asked how the assessment is split on this, because this is 100% of 
Buckeye's storm and city sewer. Gallentine stated no it is not, the incorporated limits of Buckeye are split 
between three different drainage districts, all of Buckeye has to go through one district or another, you 
would be right that most of it goes through this one district, Gallentine does not know where their city sewer 
discharges. Smuck stated they do not have city sewers it is all septic tanks and leach fields. McClellan 
asked what happens if we start messing with the drainage tile and city sewer runs through it. Gallentine 
stated the last one of these that we ran into was a lateral over on the west side of town, and the DNR said 
you can hook them back up and at the time of transfer it would need to be addressed, sooner or later it 
forces them to do something. 

Gallentine stated so that is where we are at, we are all covered up now, those spots Gallentine referenced 
on the photos were some of the worst, when they are starting to vee down like that, maybe they will last 
another 5, 10 or 20 years, no one knows, that void on the side of the tile is concerning because that gives it 
a space where there is no side support. Smuck stated it looks like it has separated at the cracks and the 
water started to swirl in those side areas. Gallentine stated that is all he can think of also, as the erosion 
has to have started somewhere, or it has just worked its way upstream when it is overloaded. 

Runge shared his comments with Smuck and Vierkandt this morning, Runge is a fix as fail person on this, 
as once we start this you are not going to want to stop and it will go beyond the scope any of us want to 
see right now. Runge realizes it will take attention in the future, and we are in some uncertain financial 
times right now as a country, although the markets look good today, and this could all blow up in our face. 
Runge stated he realizes this but by the same token 90% of his corn goes across the bridge that says safe 
for one truck only, we are putting a lot of emphasis on getting tile lines fixed, but there was a time two 
years ago I could not even get from 220th St to Co Hwy D41 anywhere between S21 and S27, they have 
addressed that now, we have two open and are still one short, Runge will go on record as fix as fail. 
Gallentine stated that to clarify, when you say fix as fail, that when we get a sinkhole, we just go out there 
and fix it, is that correct. Runge stated yes, that is what he is thinking. Gallentine stated the good news is 
that the tile is flowing now. Smuck stated yes and no one's sewer is backing up. Vierkandt stated he is with 
Runge, because we don't know how long it will last, and as long as this is on Smuck's ground as long as he 
is compensated for that, if in fact there would happen to be another blowout, and the district would have to 
go through Smuck's field to repair, they could compensate his crop loss through a damage claim, and 
asked Runge if he agreed. Runge stated yes, he went out in June and looked at the repair in June, when 
they went down into the other place 2 years ago, he can show you his crop yields in that area, so fixing it 
as we go is not without it's ramifications also. Vierkandt asked Runge if he had any objections to possibly 
getting some estimates so we know what we are dealing with here in a worst case scenario. Runge did not 
have a problem with that, and did not think we need an engineering study, Runge would be against a full 
blown engineering study, we have educated people that could give us a pretty close reference to where this 
might be, and that may be subject to another meeting, but Runge is not totally in favor of doing another 
engineer study, until we get to that point. Smith stated if costs were to become available she could provide 
a breakdown of what that would look like for each of the landowners. Runge stated a ballpark figure would 
be helpful, and we should be able to come to some idea of what a project like this would cost. 

McClellan asked if Runge was talking about the cost of replacing the tile. Vierkandt stated we don't know 
how many repairs we would have in the next 20 years, so yes so we have an idea of what those 
replacement costs might be up front, Vierkandt asked if there was some sort of cost estimate Gallentine 
could do short of a full blown engineering study. Gallentine stated we could give them a preliminary idea of 
costs without going through a formal study, it would take 2 to 4 hours, if it was just a rural district it would 
be a little bit easier, but we will have to figure what it will cost to go through Buckeye. Vierkandt asked if 
Gallentine could do just the north edge of Buckeye going north for the cost estimate, Smuck stated that is 
where 90% of our blowouts occur. Vierkandt stated there has not been any in Buckeye. Smuck stated he 
knew there was an underground fiber optic line in Buckeye, and we had televised some in the past, and 
there would be issues with the tile line as it runs under the Cooperative in Buckeye and under the railroad 
tracks, and that would be very cost prohibitive. Hoffman asked what that might be called for pricing. 
Gallentine stated we could give you a one page Opinion of Costs.

 Vierkandt stated we would be further ahead if we did the work from the north edge of Buckeye going to the 

north, and asked is there any chance that because this is in town are there any monies or grants available 
to the town of Buckeye to bear some of those costs, if not all of the costs. Gallentine stated there are 
CDBG (Community Development Block Grant) funds available to towns now, but the key to those grants is 
they are tied to water quality, so what that would do is they will want is a wetland, or to slow the water 
down or to treat it, as far as putting in a tile, and draining it out, they will pay for that but only if there is a 
water quality aspect to the project. Hoffman stated if you want to put a CREP wetland at the end, it may be 
an option. Gallentine stated you may not even need to put a wetland at the end, you could do biofoils in 
town with ditches in native grasses and allow the water to pool up in it so it drains more slowly, tree 
trenches etc. Smuck stated the only time he know of a tile in town draining anything the CDBG worked on 
was the project in Iowa Falls out by Theisens, that drains ag ground and the city, and they paid 100% of 
that tile, the landowners got to drain their farms and the State paid for the crossing under Hwy 65. 
Gallentine stated that is state law, the State will have to pay for highway crossings. Smuck stated the 
landowners did not pay for any of it. Concern was expressed that any costly project would break the town of 
Buckeye, any major project would be costly. Smuck stated they have had plenty of years to stock up for 
this, and maybe they should know there is a project like this coming up. Gallentine stated he has heard 
both sides of the story, that the folks in town can't afford it and that the folks in town could have planned for 
it, he does not know what the answer is, the Trustees get to decide and they want the landowners input. 
Smuck stated that sooner or later something will have to be done, likely in Smuck's lifetime, he does not 
think it would last another 50 years, we have to think sooner or later this will be a project that has to get 
done, Smuck is not saying it has to get done now, we need to start exploring some avenues where there is 
some cost sharing and so there is some options to possibly make this happen with some government 
funding so nobody is out what they could be out currently. Smuck stated there are options out there and 
ways to make this work and does not think a complete repair right now is that option, everybody wants to 
talk about infrastructure for the next four years and ways to get everybody working, maybe this is a way we 
can get some government money and we need to keep a good ear open for those options. Gallentine stated 
he would love to hear about some of those options if anyone hears about them, we had a different district 
and nobody was for it and nobody wanted it, but one landowner stepped up and they ended up putting up a 
CREP wetland, and that saved us putting in a 1/4 to 1/2 mile of tile and in that wetland project the 
government paid to replace the tile downstream of it, and the district cost on that was really minimum on it. 
Smuck stated we have already put in one wetland on this a 1/4 mile away on pasture that Smuck has, and 
something like that may be applicable at the end of this tile. Gallentine stated he thinks it is DD 21 that is 
to the south and east of this one, Smuck stated maybe one wetland can serve both tiles. Gallentine stated 
there is a couple of tile that run parallel to that outlet portion and could possibly grab both of those and save 
both districts some money. Smuck stated right across the stone fence, his cousin Rastetter has some 
CRP, not official wetlands but some CRP, and maybe a practice like that could be considered in this case. 

Gallentine asked if there was any other questions for him, none were presented. Hoffman stated that Calvin 
Hiland brought up to him when he was over to Radcliffe, that some of these projects that end up going into 
municipalities, there is a ten year finance option put into place for this, its not like you have to do it right 
then and there. Hoffman wants to be conscious of everyone's life and livelihood, and when some people see 
that big bill, it is very intimidating but there are means of financing it through the Drainage Clerk, so if 
someone gives you a hard time, please know we are here to work with you, that is why we have these 
meetings. Hoffman wishes there were more people here today, but there are means of relief if something 
like that comes up, and people may not understand we are here to work with you and we don't want to 
bankrupt anybody. Hoffman stated it is much like the project in Radcliffe, some of our homeowners stated 
they will have to put $20 a month away and if that project comes to fruition, they will have it, but they had 
no idea because a lot of the landowners just don't engage on something like this. Hoffman lives in a 
drainage district and did not know until he got his first assessment 3 years ago, and had never received an 
assessment before, Hoffman may have 1/4 of an acre in the district, so now Hoffman and his brother who 
manage the family farm put a little bit away for that assessment knowing it is just a matter of time before 
we will be assessed again. 

McClellan asked if the Drainage Clerk could provide information on the drainage assessment process. 
Smith stated once an assessment goes out, from the date the assessment goes out there is a 30 day 
window in which you can sign up for a drainage waiver, and what the drainage waiver does is it takes the 
cost of the assessment and we can spread that amount out over 10 years of payments, it splits the amount 
equally into those payments over the 10 year period of time. There is a 5% interest fee charged on the 
assessment payments, some people might find they can find a better interest rate through their bank, but 
we can certainly do a waiver to spread that assessment payment out over time, we can do that for any 
landowner receiving an assessment over $500, there is a $500 minimum for the waiver. Smith stated if your 
assessment is over $500 we can sign you up for a waiver payment plan. Hoffman stated for some people 
that may have moved to Buckeye or Radcliffe and don't have good credit, this is still an option. Smuck 
asked if credit was requirement, Hoffman stated no, and this is an option. Vierkandt asked who all got the 
letter for this meeting. Smith stated the letter went out to all landowners in the district, Smith stated there is 
a total of 134 parcels and in the district and once Smith removes all of the duplicate landowners, she mailed 
out about 62 letters notifying of the meeting, Smith states everyone in the district that is a landowner should 
have gotten one, whether they chose to attend today or not for personal reasons or Covid, Smith can't be 
sure, we tried to give everyone the option to zoom into the meeting like Runge is doing, so that everyone 
that wanted to attend today's meeting had that option to attend. Vierkandt asked if we would get a 
breakdown of what each individual landowners costs might be if we could get an opinion of costs from the 
engineer. Smith stated she could provide the landowners a list of potential costs broken down by parcel, 
once that estimate is received from the engineer, and could mail that out to all landowners. Hoffman asked 
if this process would be ok with everyone here included, we would ask CGA to form an Opinion of Costs for 
the tile on the north side of Buckeye, once we get that we will have the Clerk plug it into the assessment 
schedule and get it out to the landowners, Hoffman asked does that sound reasonable. Vierkandt stated 
yes, and asked this would be just for informational purposes. Smith stated yes that was correct. Smuck 
stated it would be helpful to have that information and we don't have to make this decision today, if we can 
kind of continue to do this as a fix as fail for now, and then in the next 20 to 30 years we need to know what 
we are looking at as to what this could cost and if we need to apply for grants, we need to know what kind 
of grants to apply for and how much we might need. 

Hoffman stated amongst yourselves, you might appoint a self designated liaison and we can get you in 
touch with Mike Bourland who is the engineer that did the CREP project out at Stoley's and at the Perry's, 
it may be better to get ahold of him sooner than later to find out what options are available and he can get a 
hold of one of you and say hey this might be a good time to initiate this program with this option, it might all 
come together at the right time. Vierkandt stated he is willing to be one of those guys, and the Smucks as 
well. Hoffman stated he wanted as many landowners to be involved as possible as it is their money and not 
Hoffman's, but State Code says the Trustees shall maintain the facility, which means it shall function, 
Hoffman does not want to order a steak well done if you do not want a steak well done, that is just a 
common courtesy. Vierkandt thinks the majority want to fix it for right now, and continue to fix it as we have 
problems, this is something that rather than all of a sudden there is a quarter million dollar project paid for 
by a few, if it comes upon you all at once, if you know it is coming then you can brace yourselves for the 
next few years. Vierkandt stated we have had some of the wettest years on record with more rainfall, and 
there are more drainage issues because of it, as we know that can cause drainage issues as the ground 
gets saturated and that tile gets full, it makes the sides softer because of that, we may be in a dry cycle 
the next 5 to 10 years, we may not have another blowout for 5 to 10 years. Gallentine stated this is not a 
tile he remembers being out on doing repairs on every few years, it has been a while, you look at that video 
and think it isn't going to last a long time but we have not had a huge amount of blowouts over the last 5 or 
10 years, maybe a couple. Vierkandt stated there has been 4 or 5, Smuck agreed. Gallentine stated there 
are districts you are there spring and fall like clockwork. Vierkandt stated not this district, the drier we get 
the better off the tile is. 

Hoffman stated one of the things we have implemented on the landowners behalf is if someone calls in after 
the meeting today and says we have a problem, do we have to wait until next week for our meeting next 
week to deal with it, we have given some authority to our Drainage Clerk, to initiate that investigation 
process on our behalf, limited by a dollar amount, but at least if we have a crew already working in Alden, 
why not have them stop by and get going on this, so we have at least helped the process part of the 
situation, not only in this district but in all the districts, so we can maintain some continuity there. 
Vierkandt stated if we were to do Buckeye north to the creek, how much would that cost, not an official 
quote, just a guess, not to hold you to anything. Gallentine stated to just make a guess, possibly $300,000 
to $400,000, part of which would be assessed to Secondary Roads as part of the road crossing. Vierkandt 
stated that was what he was afraid of. Smith stated looking back in the assessment bible, it was last 
assessed in 2017, prior to that 2014, and the next previous repair was in 1991, so at least we are lucky in 
the sense that this district has not had a lot of recent repairs that have been very costly. Gallentine stated 
in the 2017 repair, we worked on every lateral. 

Comments/Discussion

Hoffman asked if the previous discussion covered both items 4 and 5 on the agenda. Smith stated yes, she 
would just need a motion if the Trustees would like to formally request an Opinion of Costs from CGA.  

Possible Action

Motion by McClellan for Clapsaddle-Garber Associates (CGA) to provide and Opinion of Costs to replace 
the tile running north from the north edge of Buckeye. Second by Hoffman. 

Hoffman asked for any additional discussion on the motion. McClellan stated this would just be replacing 
the tile from the north edge of the town of Buckeye running north. Hoffman stated Gallentine will report that 
cost estimate back to us and then we will get it out to the landowners in the district and those in 
attendance today. Hoffman asked if that was fine for now, Smuck stated yes and we will just fix as fail for 
now. Hoffman stated yes, he will not box CGA into a time frame, but as soon as we get those numbers 
from CGA, we will get those numbers plugged into an assessment schedule and got those numbers out to 
you. Smuck stated Carolus was at the top of that district, paying about 40% of the cost of that repair, and 
asked but if it is a certain size project does it get reallocated by percentage. Hoffman stated no, you would 
have to reclassify the district or split it into a north and south district, Gallentine stated if we increase the 
tile size or capacity, then you automatically reclassify the district, if you replace what is already there with 
the same size tile reclassification is not required, the Trustees would have to authorize reclassification if 
they feel something isn't equitable. Hoffman stated if a landowner comes forward and says we would like to 
see this be more equitable, it has been 100 years since this classification has been done, and things have 
changed, if you ask us for a reclassification, there is about a 99% chance that we would do that on your 
behalf. Hoffman stated if you make improvements and upgrade the coefficient then we automatically 
reclassify the district, but if you put in the same then you would have to request it and Gallentine would 
engage the reclassification commission to do that. Smuck stated if we put in the same size tile, and then 
down the road we do a project, how is that set into motion. 

Hoffman called for the vote. All ayes. Motion carried. 

Other Business

Hoffman stated he would recommend reclassification sooner than later. Smuck stated it seems high that 
800 acres in the district and someone with 40 acres would be paying a huge amount. Hoffman stated that 
100% will be divided so someone will pay more than someone else, and we have had some new 
classifications that have happened, that people are like I paid 30% before, and now I am paying 33%, well if 
Joe Smith went down 8% that 8% has to be accounted for somewhere. Smuck asked if it were divided on a 
per acre basis based on where you land sits. Gallentine stated it is based off of soil types, we take into 
account the slope of your ground, how close you are to the facility, whoever is closer pays more as they 
don't have to have as much private tile to maintain drainage, and acres also play into it, there have been 
times where we have had the farther up the district facility you are you pay more, but that has not always 
been the case, it is the commissioner's discretion on that. Gallentine stated the Commission is comprised 
of an Engineer and two disinterested landowners from the County who don't own land in the district and 
don't rent ground in the district. Hoffman asked if that made sense, four years ago this was all new to me, 
and this is a teaching moment, when we get a handful of people in here, it is only fair we educate rather 
than surprise people. Gallentine stated 100 years ago, everyone would have known this as they were doing 
the classifications every other week, but now unless you have a major project the reclassification don't get 
done often. 

Vierkandt asked if in fact this project goes forward what would Gallentine recommend, a parallel tile install 
or a complete replacement. Gallentine stated he would recommend a complete replacement. Vierkandt 
asked if that is because we will have problems with the old tile collapsing later down the line. Gallentine 
stated yes, 50 years ago when the tile was only 50 years old parallel tiling made some sense, but now the 
tile is 100 years old and we are past the useful life of the tile, so it is like buying a new Corvette and putting 
Model t tires on it, you are stuck with the maintenance on the old tile and the payment on the new tile, 
because you change size from 15" to a 24" is only going to cost you a couple more dollars a foot and may 
save you on doing rock bedding, Gallentine would recommend replacing it and not worrying about the old 
tile. Vierkandt wished they wouldn't put back the same size but would put in a larger tile. Gallentine stated 
that most of the old tile was put in with a coefficient of 1/8" a day or maybe 1/4" a day, it was mainly 
designed to drain a few potholes here and there, they didn't envision pattern tiling, as long as you put it in it 
is a good consideration to upsize, this is currently a 21" tile now, Smuck stated it may be the outside 
diameter of the tile at 21". Gallentine stated you can;t get plastic tile at 21" in size. McClellan asked if 
Gallentine's estimate would include upsizing, Gallentine stated no it would just be replacement. Smuck 
stated we know our estimate to replace and could figure a couple bucks more per foot to upsize. Gallentine 
stated upsizing will cost more, but it won't be any cheaper in five years, contracting costs just don't go up 
and down the way farm pricing surges up and down. 

Hoffman asked if there were any other questions. Smith stated if any of the landowners present in this 
meeting also have land in DD 14 they can stick around for the DD  14 Landowner Meeting to immediately 

follow this one. Runge stated he did not get notice for this meeting. Smith stated he should have received 
notice on this meeting Runge is welcome to stay and we can move right into the DD 14 Meeting. 

Adjourn Meeting

Motion by McClellan to adjourn. Second by Hoffman. All ayes. Motion carried.  
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